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A SIMULATION STUDY TO DETERMINE.THE OPTIMUM ~ NUMBER OF CELLS AND.EXPECTANCY CONTENT REQUIRED FOR THE CHI~SQUARE GOODNESS-OF-FIT TEST, 
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The Chi-Square Goodness-of-Fit Stati.stic is· sensitive to the· 
I • particular parti tioni?g scheme used to divide the· hypothesize.a· dis:-
tribution into cells, viz.", number of cells, cell ·width,· and the 
minimum numb~r of e~ectancies required :per ce11·. This sensi ti vi ty 
.. 
is due to the fact that different parti tioni.ngs, produce different • 
groupings of the random· observations and the ·Calculat~d expected 
frequencies on which the Chi-Square.test statistic is derived. · 
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'·· . ' The approach of this· paper is empirical rather than analytical ··· 
. . . . . ,: 




"• • I 
• 
iri nature. . A. computer simulation has been used to. generate .. random 
,· 
<' 
observations, perform the Chi-Square test using differing equal ex-- ·. . . . . . . ,·. ,. 
·· . . "J !' 
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' ~ .. , pectancy parti tioni.ngs, and compute the· equivalent power of- the ~ '"- ;· . ', ' ·! . ~,._ . • . '-; ! ~ _ ;~ l • , ,. . I 1· i . 
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I' test for these particular parti tioni.ngs • This will direct the 
. ~· I 
. · , . I .: , · ..•. : .· i . . · 
·.. . I ·' . i 
• ·I 
determination of the min·imum expectancies per cell requirements by ·· · 
, . ' 
. l . 
' ·1,' .. : ·. : : I maximizing the power of the test from these results. . ·< .. -:, .. • The results b,f .1 :) •• , .\ , , ; . , . _. .r. . .. r , .. " l . . . ,. . . ' 
'· . , . : . ,I . . :~ ,1... .. . : ii' , :, .: 
. .. . ... 1 . . ... , i . ·) I : 
, .. · · ., , I' ·:' j . :, · ·/ 1 : :· . 
-the equal ·expectancy scheme are compared to ,the ·equal cell-wi·a.th· 
' ' i ' ·~ ' 
. . 
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method to further determine the optimal approach. 
.. 
. .. : . . : - . \ . 
. . r ,;, . 
• ' • 
- ~ ' 1 l · . It was established thro~h the simulation that an equal.· ex- .; · · ·: .. ,.: ···" · 
. : ..... -·. ~i ~- ,:;\; :., . .• . ~:- . : ._' . 
. . ' . ,·, . ..,,. 
pectancy parti tioni?g scheme is more powerful than an equal width ~ · .· ': ·: ... · · . r 1 ,· · 
. . . . . ::· · .. - -::· .<.~·\: .:_.. \ . : I parti tioni:dg approach, Five ( 5) equal expectancy cells are con- ·• , . '' : ·.t1 \ · 
. . , . . .. j . I I ~- 1 ' : . 
• ! ; . _: .,;_· ... -·\. ~ .. . . 
-
. . -~ 
-._!. •. ' .. ~ - •. ?·:_.>· . -,_ \~ -~-sidered adequate, and the minimum number of expectancies ;Can b~/· .. : :} >. :~>.,..·. · .. : • .. l 
reduced to two (2) per cell with little loss in power,. 
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The Chi-Square Goodness-of-Fit Stat·tstit:· is sensitive ·to he· 
. 
particular partitioning scheme used to divide the hypothesized 
I 
I 
tribution into cells, viz., number of cells, cell width, and the 1 
. . I 
I 
minimum number of expectancies required per cell. This sensitivity 
'· I 




groupings of the random observations and the calculated expected: 
.. 


















in nature. A computer simulation has been used to generate r~ndom 
I 
•. I observations, perform the Chi-Square test using' differi_ng. equal ex-\ 





test for these particular partitionings. This ·wf1.l direct t.he . . . - . . '. . .- . . 









determination of' the minimum expectancies per cel:I.. requirellle-nts b~ 
I 
• • • the of the test from thes·e results. The results" of'· 
maX1Ill.l. zing power 
"·· > 
the equal expectancy scheme are compared to the .equal I cell-width ' · ~ 
method to further determine the optimal approach. 
It was established through the simulation that an equal ex-
pectancy partitioning scheme • p9werful than an equal width l.S more 
-~ 
' . . . Five {5) expectancy -cells partitioning approach. equal are con~ 
sidered adequate, and the minimum number of expectancies can be 
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,, The Chi-Square Goodness-of-Fit Test · is useQ. to determine how well . . ~ " . 
a set o:f empirical data agrees or f'its. a. p.articular hypothetiqal 
• . I 
I 
I 
I distribution. Let us denote by the null.hypothesis, H , that !the 
·.. . . 0. 
data are a set o:r random observations from 13. given probability 
distribution. If the hypothesis is true; the distributidn o:f the ·· 
' 
set of' random observations will be an image .o:f the null hypothesis; '~ . 
I 
. I • distribution. The deviation between these distriblltiohS produ~es 
J I 
. . . .· ~ ·. 
a measure by which we may c;lassif'y the degree by whiCh 'they co~ncide. 
:1 1 I 











this deviation or goodness-of-fit. The· statistic s·:u:ggest.:ed by . ... 
. ,·... . . .. 
Pearson compares the observed f'requencies, Oi' with the eX:Pect d 













= number of cells or pa.rtit_i.ons 
0. • observations in the itb cell l 
.. 
Ei = expected frequencies in the :i.i:;h cell= NIJi 
' 
' . 
i (N = total observations, p. ::::: proP&bility of an 
1 
observation :falling within the i th ee:i.+.) · 1 





:. ~ :C.: • 
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Pearson showed that in the limit, as N tends toward infinity', 
tends:, · ... · 
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=· :~; '• 
X 2 with It,.--l~S degrees of freedom; wher.e S iso ·· 
, the number of parameters est ima.ted from the sfU[lple. In practice, 
• 
the Chi·.aSquare distribution is ,assumed to ho.lei .for ir:Lnite values of· ,· 
N~ The -value X !-l-S ( a ) is de~ermined 'so t,hat th¢ 1>roba,bility 
X 2 being greater than or equal to X 2 ( a ) is. 'equa:b to a • · . k-l~S : ..... ·. 
significance level ( a ) is the probability· o.f -re·jecting ·the null 
•. 
.. ~ .. ··e· ·L.L·.1 
..... \ 
hypothesis when it is true. If the: c.OIIJ.:pute.o. va.lue of x 2 is. eq~al ·tio 
or greater than x ~-l-S ( a ) , the I1:U:lJ'. hy-pqthesis is reject.e.d. · I:f 
the computed -value of' X 2 is leSs than x~.,.;.l-S { CX ) the rttill b.ypo-. 
( . . . 2 ( ) thesis is accepted. ~alues of X k-l·-s· · a are Qbtai:ned from tables 





... •' : The selec·ted hypothesized nul.i distributio.n. i·s 1;1sually _:t>'~rti.ti.one:a.1: 
'· 
' 
by "some rule" w,hich has b·een selected by t:he user .• 1·The boundar.i·es:.. 
r . . I 







•. : ,9 
:frequencies, 0., and ~he theoretically calculated exp·ected ·:freq_uen.cie.s ~ -~. J. 
Ei, are grouped. The "-value" of' the Chi-Square test [st.atiStio is · 
I 
,. f' ... 
sensitive to the partitioning rule because o·f'· the rJdom nature: of 
















. :, '. the observed frequencies and its direct ~e·lat·iqp._$hi:P. on -degr:ees· o.:f -. : .. ·. : ;, j . .. . 
' 
freedom. In tgeneral, dec:;r-easing the number of' cells diminishes ·the 





at the same time 2 . 




The terms "sample size",. 11 sample"\, ."observations.'', 11expectaricies11 •, . 
~ 
"equal expectancy,"' "equal width''' "s.ignificance le.vel tt' ~1.~egrees 
a 
1 .. -~-
o:f freedom", "Type I ··Error", ".Alpha ( ;a ) ", "Type II Error'', "Beta ( (j, ) ''·, .. 
- ' and "power of the test", will be used thro~ghout this paper. The 
.. I . 
• .r . 
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sense in which they will be used ·alo_ng with applicabl·e <note.tj_on 'i:s 
... 
specified as follows: .. 
Sample Size· (N) - The total number of random o°Qservations ., When· 
• N is greater than or equal to 30 it ·is to be co~sidered a l~ge 
sample. The sample sizes used for evaluation in t:his paper are 
10, 15, 20, 35, 100. 
•, Sample - A set of individual observ.ati·ons o:r datum that have oe·en . 
grouped into one class. Random observations .in sets otf' 10,.·:i5, ,·2-0.; 





Observations ( O. ) - The number of random obse.rve.ti:ons fa1.lip.g wi thi.n 1 ' 
---------
the i th cell. The sum of observations ~-quals the sa.mpl:e -size., j. .e~ .• ;, 
k 
L Qi = N. 
i=l 
.. 
Expectancies (E. ) - The number of probabilistio observ~tions falli~g .. · 1 
. ---------
within the ith cell; or E~ = Np., where p. is ·the prob .. ability of 1 1 
· 1 
' an observation falling within the i th c.ei1 .. · .. - . ,: " -·· ... :Tne Sul'.il. qi: . expec,tan_cies, · 










Equal Expectancy - The area under the :curve :o:r· the hypothesized dis-
tribution is divided into equ~l ar:ea c~ll$ .• Th~refore, the number- of 
? 




' Equal Width - The area under the curve Of ·t~he hyp6the·siz~d. ,dis~· 
tri but ion is divided into widths of O. 4 standard deviatieons with 
pooling at the tails or end classes. 
., 
Significance Level ( a ) - The size of the cri tic·al r_egion or. the 
probability of Type I error where the null hypothesis is rejecte~·by 
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Degrees of Freedom (D.O.F. or 11) - The nu:niber of independent quanti-
. . ties remaining after estimating a. parameter or fitting a }?articular 
dis~bution. v refers to the particul8.l' member Of' the f'a:mi ly of 
distributions. 
: 
~pe I Error - Rejecting the nuli h;ypothes±s, H , When it •Shou.ld. 
··o . .b 
have been accepted because the sample, point falls outside of the 
critical region. 
.\ 
• Alpha ( a ) - 'Ihe probability of committing Type I .. e1c:ror a.net Will 
be referred to as the critical region ... 
.,. 
Type II Error - Accepting the null hypothesis, :a:0 ~ When it ;.should:·. 
:-,. " 
have been rejected Oecause the sample point falls within the .. c:rit:i,:C~ 
• region . 
Beta ( fJ ) - The probability of committing Type II erro:r, .. 
·.. . . "'·'· 
·,. 
Power of the Test - The, probability of rejecting the null h;yp.oth~sis, 
H0 , when it is :false. Power will be de.fined as 1 - {J ; the .:pxoba ... 
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J ,tr··. PROBJEM BACKGROUND l, 
. I 
There has been continuing controversy over the opt·i.mal scheme to 




. of grouping the observations and the expectancies in perfor.µtl~g the· · 
Chi-Square Goodness-o:f-Fi t Test. This has generally led ·to a re-
quirement being placed on the minimum number of e~p.ectanc:(e·s· per cell. 
'· Various rules of thumb dictate that the minimum expet~ta.r1<1i··es. :per 
i ' ' 
' cell should be five ( Ei > 5) , while others reque.st that Ei. ·be. gre..at·er 
-than or equa#l . to 10. "The numbers 10 and 5 appear to :have been ar-: 
bi trarily chosen. 113 Some feel that the Chi·-:Squa.re test is most 
;,;;·. 
effective if all cells have equal expec·tan.ci.es·, while there .. are· those ' ' 
"t- '. { who favor an equal width approach. As ·with the use bf a.n.y stat:i:stica.l . 
test, there are general~ too little: ·a.ate. ·rather tnari·"too· muc·h data 
to analyze. It is theref·ore advantag··eous with the Chi-Square t.est to: \ . ' ' 
' ' be able to make the expectancy groupings as small as J;)Ossib.le. ~·9 .·th.at· 
I the test can be applied to small samples while retaining ample de:gr.ees 
.,.( 
o:f freedom and insuring an adequate power or1 the test . 
• 4 H. B. Mann and A. Wald proposed a ge:ner:al s·olution for determi- · ,. 
ning the optimum class intervals when the: ·population parameters. are 
' 
I' 
not to be estimated. Their approach follows from the fact th~t, as 
< 
' a decision is made concerning the number of cells o·r class intervals 
there is always an alternative hypothesis with cell probabilities. 
equal to those under the null hypothesis. They define "distance'' .as 
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I tancy cells having probabilities equal to 1/k, where k is the 
number 
.of' cells. This procedure was first used by H. Hotelling5. For a 
sample size Nanda significance level a , the optimum number of' 
cells k is given by the formula: 










' 2 7r 
(I) 
-x2-/2 , ·•. f ·(2-2) e dx 
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distribution is normal. 2 i (The X distribution apprba.ches the norlll&l 




selection of' cells is such that, f'or the class of altel'."tla.tive dis- '· 1 
tributions with an absolute dif'f'erence of cell probabi1.ities f'ro~ . 
. 









d = 5 
- (2-3) k -
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I ' f ( N, k, 6 ) is the greatest lower bound :o'f the :power ·or ~he 
.\ 
Chi-Square test with sample size N and the number of de.lls .. k 
set with respect· to alternatives in. the .class of altern~tiye ,,. 
distributions having a "distance" ~ ~ from the null hypothesis .. 
. 2 The value of fl which they calculate insures· a power of the X . te.st 
of at least 1/2 for all alternative distributions. ( ''This is an 
arbitrary but reasonable choice. " 3) This value of !!:1 is a sim!)le 
function of sample size and is seen to decrease as. the sample size 
increases. Mann and Wald expan~ the power into a :pow~r ~eries and 
' 
take all partial differential quotients and show that the second · 
order terms are always positive. 
"This sho"rs that the test is unbiased and justifies. again the choice of equal class probabilities under the null hyi)othesis since t~1is assures unbiasedness and minimizes among all· un--biasecl tests the g.l.b. [greatest lower bound] of the dis-. tances of such alternatives whose power is :equal to the· size of the critical region."4 
· 
The optimum values of k :for a 5% significance level. (e=l.64) as 
dete1~IDined by the Mann and Wald formula are shown in TABLE 2-1 as a 





E. l.ll l. / 
T.ABLE 2-1 
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' ! . 
C. Arthur Williams6 gives an excellent critique of the Mann-Walc;l . 
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theoXY" has been rigorously proven for N ~ 300 at. a.. !% s_ignificance 
level and for N ~ 450 for a 5% s_ignificance level.. They make' the 




.I ,. ·, 
.. '-and possibly for much smaller samples. Th·e Williams study consi-
dered the following problems: (l) the· ef'f'ect on ''distance''· when 
the power is r~quired to be one-half o~ greater but a. -~ID.aller _Jlumber 
of cells is desired~ and (2) the effect on power wit4.- tJie ttdistanc~tr 
held constant and using a sma:l,.ler number of cell.s. 
-
. The results of Williams' study· indic:ated that the- number ·o:f 
cells suggested by Mann and Wald may be halved if it is not requi:re<i 
"' 
that the power of. the test be one-half pr more. :· Ire stated: 
• 
" ( 1) 
( 2) 
For .a given distance, the powe;r of. the test is reduced a,. -~ relatively small amount by cutti_ng k in half... 
. When the power of the worst alternative distribution is equal to one-half, the distance increases sl_ightly when.· · k is cut in half ... " 
I 
The number of cells may be cut in half for large sam.pl:es wi:tn_ y;e:ry .~ 
little effect on power. 
• 
Cochran3 goes on further to say that al~hough_ the ·Mann-Wald 
theory is an able pe~:former, i t\is .far from a complete invest.igation 
of the optimum number of i cells. He personally believes in _..di vid.i.~g --
the null distribution into unequal lengths of an interval which wi1·1 
"" 
avoid high expectancies. "At the tails, poo·1 (i,d' necessary) · so 
• 
that the minimum expectation is 1. The inflexible use --o,f minim.uni 
expectations ·-of 5 or 10 may be harmful. 11 
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. ~ cells with nearly equal expectancy content. 
~· 
Jie continues by· seying~ 
'\ . 





. is not easy to define the current practices. for the. choice of the=· 
' ' 
~ 
class intervals. • •• Often this means· only that th.e class' int~rva.ls: 
are determined by inspection of the data .. '' 
-The general consensus indicated in the earlier studies was to· 
. ' partition the null distribution into unequal cell widths· while in-, 
suring a minimum expectancy content of greater than or equal to 5 .. 
Many times the cell width used was selected 
8 spec~ion o:f data. N. Johnson and F. Leone 
~ 
after an initial in-
. . . n· state that,-,. · .•.. more 
recent research has shown, that E. 's as ,small as .2 ·can ·be used wi:th . 1 
little risk of' serious distortion of' results." ···- -.:-"!· 
. ' 
The direct approach to this problem o\f determin~g the optimiliIJ. 
cell widths would be to choose the boundaries of the partiti.ons -s.o as 
to maximize the power of the test. This approach was used by -. 
r M. A. H8111dan9 in his study· conducted in 1963 to determine the ···· 
. 
. . 
optimal class boundaries f'or the normal distribution·. Th.e OJ;>timUIIl 
boundaries were obtained by applying the Helmert transform<itions ·t:o:· 
a set of observations. He concluded th·at 
~ corresponds to equal cell widths of about 
the opt~mum partitioning_. 
o.4 standard deviations ·. . 




with pooling of' the terminal classes. It was found that no . s-1.gr;i.i-
. . 
ficant increase in power could be obtained with more than 20~ cells 
symmetrically placed about th~ mean. Even 12 cells would; b~ suffi- · p 
., 
cient and was found to be a sl_ightly more powerf'ul approach than 
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10 William Cochran stated: 
"I give this as an opinion, because not enough research has 
been done11_o make the situation1~uite clear. • . oThese results ( Sukhatme , Neyman and Pearson , and Cochranl3 ,14) indi-
cate that the X 2 tables give an adequate approximation to . 
the exact distribution even when seine M. ("expectancy groupings0 ) 
h 1 th 5. tr l . are muc ower an 
....• > .. He goes on further to sa:y that to f'ollow a _rule to have Ei ..... 5 produces 
loss of' power in the test- because regroupings are required at the ·-
tails. ' I, These regroupings or poolings tend to cover up th.e dis .... 
agreement between the null and alternative hypothesis· .. " , . 
It can be concluded that a problem does exist •~ -:t·o- the best 
partitioning scheme to use in conducting thEl Chi...cSq_µ.a,re G.oodnes.s-of'-· 
Fit Test. 3 ' Cochran expressed his o:piiliOn that the investigations 
have been scanty and narrow is scope due to the time c·onsilUih:i;g 
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III. THE SIMULATION. DESIGN 
The simulation that was conducted to determi"tie the opt.i.:mum n-µm-
i 
. . ber of equal expectancy cells was performed ·on the IBM-360 Model ·50. 
A :flow diagram and the program listing appear in Appendix A.. The 





sample, and calculate the Chi-Square value using a normal null 
distribution. This routine was performed on a given numb.er of .. p:e.mples., · 
The significance level (a") is fixed by: using tabulate:d valuea· -c>-f ·. . . 
i 
•·· 
Chi-Square, and this in turn defines the region of Type ·rr · e_rror--. 
is an easy matter to determine if the calculated Chi-Square value 





Power = 1 - ~ ( 3-1) 
A detailed explanation of the simulation_ f·ollows ::· 
Random sam.ples are generated from one of three a.lte.-rrtative· po.pu-
lat ions , viz. , log-normal, Chi-Square with 4: .d.egrees: o::f :fr.teedom ,· 
. and ~xponential. 
A. Random samples from the :!og-.~ormal populat·iort :arE=. e:xtracted t 
by· first generating a normal (O,l) random :sampl_e. (:x) b·y·' 
i using the IBM scientific subroutines RANDU and GAUSS and 
raising the logaritbmi c canst.ant .e. (2.fl828). to that power, 
• 
l.. e. ' 
X 
e . 
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• 
B. Samples from the Chi-Square population a.re. generated by ' 
summjng normal (0,1) samples (x) that haVe been squared: 
' 
4 2 y ~ • ·-- 1 2, 4 - x. J. - • • • 1 .. ' 
' i=l 
~: . . This produces random samples from a Chi-Square i:lis:tribu'tion ·" 
having 4 degrees of freedom. 
c. Random samples from an exponential dis:tribution werle 
generated by using the following fcfr.mtl.la.c::.·1:5. 
.. 
ln (R .N.) 
X = -----------
- µ. ( 3-3) · 
. 
,Where: R.N. denotes a uniform, random decimal n:tim[)e;r 
between O and l. 
. . 
1/ µ. is the mean of the ref:lulting· exponeµtllal 
. 
distribution and in the ·s·imu.lat:ion equals 1.:, 
·T: 
Since the null distribution is symmetric, the alternative 
distributions were selected so as to produce·meanin,gful rei;iults. 
The 
. ! . log-normal distribution is similar to but can be- readily ,distinguishe4 
' 











,',3 . •. 
. .. , 
' .......... 
. . ,, ·. t · .. 
... 
in appearance to the normal distribution; and the exponential distriOUtion. 
- r 
can be easily distinguished from a normal distributioh, Type II·error 
!·~ 
was required 'so that any signifiance in the results of' the power of· -~ 
:i . 
{'. 
the-test would indicate the optimum partitioning rule. 




































































:, The random observations were collected into sa.InPles of siz:e- 19,, 15) 
20, 35, and 100. These particular sample sizes were sele_cted. in 




It woulo. be of interest to discover a partitioning. sch.eme: requiring 
fewer expectancies per cell because this would make t·he. Chi-Square 
statistic applicable to small samples. 
The collected samples are ranked in asce.nding :6:rde·r, and t:he sample -
mean and standard deviation calc-ulated. These v~R.ue··s wer.e used 
when the simulation was conducted as. though th.e. s·amples w.e:re drawn 
from a normal population with an unknown mean, a.p.ci standar.¢i ' 
deviation. The degrees of freedom when ithe "rnean. and. s,tanda.rd. 
deviation are estimated from· the samples are>: 
Degrees of Freedom= k-1-S = ~ (3-4) 
Where: k number of cells --
s - number of estimated - para~mete:r:s· -.- 2: ·tmeah- and standard , 
·a:eviation) 
.. 
A second run follows using the population mean and standard devia-
' 
tion. The population mean and standard deviation for the log-
' ' -normal samples are theoretically calculated from the t.r·a.nsformed 
normal (0,1) population, • 1.e., 
•· 
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2µ.· +u2. <T2. 
( e -1) 
= e ( e -J.) 
l 
= 2 .16.12 I 
" 
since µ. =O and <1 =l,. the parameters of' the standard normal, 










since v = 4. 





The population parameters for the exponential samples were fixed 
by the generation of' these samples from Equation (3-3). 
Mean = 1/ µ. 
= 1 
Standard Deviation= Mean 
= 1 
. ·. The degrees of freedom when using population p.ara.meters are 
calculated as: 
since S = o. 
.. ) 
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Calculate the O .4 standard deviation cell boundaries:. ~ ·; Thi:s scheme . . I 
• •. •. • .. i . ' ~. 
using 0.4 standard deviation, equal width partitions, was suggested 
' 
by Ha.mdan,9 He determined that twelve equal width cells sym.- c 
metrically placed about the mean with pooling of' the,ter:m.iinal 
class would be most powerf'ul, This partitioning scheme is shown 
in Figure 3-l, and is stated to be slightly more powerful than 
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These boundary Definitions are used to calculate ·the expectan~ie:s 
per cell and by which to sort the random observations of the / 
samples. Once partitioned, the Chi~Square va.lue is calculated 
• 
and compared to the "Table Value of Chi-Square'' t.o·: determine if 
it falls in the critic al. area of' Type II err9:r ·f.or a pa.rt·i<ftila:t 
significance level ( a ) . Th.i.s is shown in. Fi.gur~ 3-2:. 
f 
.. 







of Type II Error Type I Error 






( a ) 
\ 
• 
Definitions Required to Determine Power of the Test .. 
I 
.. i" 
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. , ' 18 
A counter is used to total the perc .. ent.age of :s:amples that have 
.. 
Type II error - accepting the null hypothesis when. i.t·· s.hould 
• have been rejected. ~ .. From this, the power of the test 1s deter--· 
""" mined using Equation (3-1). 
Calculate equal expectancy boundaries , i.e._ , the boundariets: deter.:.. ~ 
mined by dividing the null distribution into k - numb~r of cells. 
The area of each cell is the reciprocal of ·t.he number of· cells:: 
( 3-12) 
Therefore, the expectancies per c.ell :(E1 ) :· 
E. = N(p.) 
1 1 (3-13) 
where: ... 
-
,. N = the number of random observations i:11 ·t·::t;1E= :.s.ample set 









Null Di stri buti;on 
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FIGBRE 3-3 






























































Figure 3-3 shows the null distribution divided into nine (9) cel:l.e'.. 
The lower and upper boundaries used to define the total area under 
the curve are -4 u and +4 a , respectfully. Note that cell #5 i.s · 
centered on the mean of the null distribution - ·this will be the 
case when k is an odd int_eger number. When k is ·an .even int.eger 







either side of the mean. This arrangement during the simulation will· 
help determine if the optimal partitioning (equal expectancy) should 
have an.odd or even number of cells for the general rule. 
The random observations are sorted into their respective ce·lls 
~. 
!' 
and the Chi-Square statistic is calculated from the paired obs·ervations 
and expectancies. This value is compared to the "Table ·Value of ·· · 
Chi-Square" to determine its relationship as defined by the s:ignifi-
cance level. A counter records the percentage of samples. with • 
·-
Type II error and the power of the test is calcu..lat·ed 'ti'$i~_g· 
Equation ( 3-l) • 
This routine is continued, starting with k=N· and decreasi~gk 'in. 
steps controlled by the expectancies per cell, • l.. e • ' E (k · ) -t· 
E (k. 1 ) = Step Size. ·The step size is one of the controllable 1.+ 
program variables and is usually selected to limit the number of 
classifications yet retain the information required to make a :f~nal\ 
.. 




' The number of cells can be reduced to a minimUD\ of four (4) 
when the :parameters are to be estimated from the sample since.one. (1) degree of freedom must be retained.· 
. ' 
• 
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The minimum number of cells is limited ·to two. (2) ·when. the popu-
lation parameters are to be used in the simulation calculations 
since v = k-1, and one (1) degree of freedom must ·:he.retained. 
The computed information is printed-out as shown in the data en~ 
' closed in Appendix B. Note that the alter,natirve distribution,. 
sample size, number of samples, and corresponding :power of~tne 
test under the two partitioning rules :fo.r s.ignificance lev~ls. of' 
10%, 5%, and 1% are shown. 
The simulation was conducted in-two runs: First, the- evaluation 
was performed with fifty (50) samples. This data was then 
. viewed to observe if adequate information was available to malte 
• judgments on the optimum partitioning scheme. Secondly, the 
simulation was run with one hundred (100) samples. This new data 
was viewed to determine if there were any significant changes 
. 
. 
. obtained in the data as compared to the fifty, (50) sample r'Wl. 
It was determined that there was no significant improvement 
... 
... ·· . 
when the simulation was conducted .. with double the number of samples •. · 
Had this not been the case, the simulation would have been con-
.\ ducted for even larger numbers of samples. As it turned out, it ~ 
appeared that one hundred (100) samples would be sufficient to 
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1. Alternative Distributions (NUMB) 
a. 1 - log - normal 
b. 2 - Chi-Square ( 4 degrees of treedp;m.) 
c. 3 - exponential 
2. Population or Sample Para.meters (IPRAM) 
a. 1 - Population 
b. 2 - Sample 









4. Number of Samples (NT) 




5. Step Size (STEP) 
~.· 














































































.. IV. THE SIMULATION.RESULTS 
* 
. 
The simulation produced the data shown in Tables.B-1 thr~ugh. 
B-20 of Appendix B. These tables show the "Power of the Test" 
results obtained by partitioni.ng the hypothesized normal distribution 
·~ into equal expectancy cells with alternative distributions of l.og--
normal, Chi-Square (4 D.O.F.), and exponential for s.ample size.f.3 
(N) of 10, 15, 20, 35, and 100 and for criti.c.al regions of 10%., 5%, . ~ 
.. 
and 1%. Tables B-1 through B-5. are those res·ults obtained usi~g fifty 
(50) samples and the alternative distribution's population para.meters 
of mean and standard deviation. Tables B-6 thro.ugh B-10 _ were, de-
rived using fifty ( 50) samples and estimates of the population mean 
and standard deviation as calculated from the samples. Tables B-ll 
.... 
through B-15 resulted from using one hundred (100) samples and 
population parameters, while the data of Tables:B-16 through B~20 
' 
were generated using one hundred (100) samples and populati·on · 
,estimates. These same tables (B-l through B-20)~ehow the corresponding 
results of' the 0.4 Standard Deviation (equal width cells) parti,tion-
ing scheme using the above mentioned values of.sample size,. critical 
\":'!'-
region, number of samples , and population or population estimates 1 
,, 
of mean and standard deviation. · 
• 
Figure 4-1 displa..Y's a comparison of the simulation results using 
fifty samples to those using one hundred samples. This f.igure is 
derived from examples using the log-normal alternative of s·a.mple 
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Comparison of Simulation Results :~for 
50 and 100 S_amples of Sample Siz.e· 2·.o 
20 
comparable results occur by compari_ng the remaining data of' TableSJ 
B-1 through B-10 with that of Tables B-ll through B-20.. Fqr this 
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of samples would not greatly enhance the results.but~would add 
appreciably to the comp:uter time required_ to. perform the si.mulation. 
• 
Therefore, all data analysis performed in this paper.will be based 
on thQse results usi_ng one h'Wldred sampl~s. 
Figures C-1 through C-10 of Appendix C show- that the .i.ndiv~d.u~l. 
plots of the three alternative distributions (log-normal, Chi . .lSqu.a.re, 
. . . 
and exponential), for the five sample sizes (10, 15, 20,. 35,, · and. :100:.}; ,·,-'· · ~ 
for the three critical regions (10%, 5%, and 1%), and. the two 
population parameter situations (population or populat:ion. estimate.·ij: 
calculated from the samples). These' figures present a_ ~ood visual · 
. 
reference by which to judge the results and determine the· conc1.usions 
which can be formulated as to the optimUD'.l. :partitic;,ning and minimUl'.Il 
expectancy requirements. 
An attempt will be made to answer the followip.g ques·tio:t:rs: 
A. What is the optimum partitionine; rule? 
a. Equal expectancy cells. I' 
b. T"welve (12) equal width cells. 
B. What are the minimum number of equal expectancy- ce11·s. 
required for the sample sizes examined? ) ' 
C. What limitations can be placed on the minimum number of. 
expectancies required per cell? 
D. Are there any differences in~the power of the test for:_ 
a. 
.. An even number of equal , expectancy cell~ versus those· 
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b. Tests conducted using -population parameters versus t·hose.- · , . 
' 
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E. Can the Chi-Square Good.nes·s-of-Fi t test be considered 
valid for small sized samples? 
F. Is it possible to make any_ general statements about 
optimum partitioning rules for: 
a. Other hypothesized null dist·r·i.b1J;tions. 
b. Other alternative distribution.a with_ a :n..orma.l nul.l. 
distribution. 
c. Other sample sizes than those conside:red. 
A. 0p·timum Partitioning Rule I 
.. f 
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the simulation. The first and most general question to be· considered < .. 
• 
i 
- I l 
r-l is that of determining the optimum parti tioni?g scheme, i.e., .. ~.qu.al : 
expectancy cells as contrasted to twelve (12) eq.ual width cells. 
This answer can be obtained by viewing Tables B-11 thro_ugh B-20~. I 
The cumulative results for a 1% critical region appear in Table 4...,1.· 
It should be noted that the value of the power of the test is always 
. greater for the equal expectancy partitioning scheme, and the number 
of' cells required are fewer than the twelve (12) suggested- as opti- ·· 
mum ~or the equal width approach. It can be concluded that the 
equal expectancy partitioning rule with the number of cells as 
suggested in Table 4-1 is a more powerful method of partitioni~g. 
A further comparison is made in Table 4~2 which shows the power of 
the' test for twelve (12) equal expectancy cells compared to that 
obtained when using twelve (12) equal width· cells for a 1%-critical 
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Sample Size Sample Size 
" 10 15 20 35 100 10 15 20 35 
-
~ 
Log-Normal No. 4 4 5 5 4 5 6 6 7 Pwr. .50 .65 .84 1 1 .30 . 59 .68~ .94 EQUAL 
I 
PECTANCY Chi~Square No. 7 9 9 9 10 7 6 6 7 
Pwr. .04 . 07 . 09 . .14 . 86 ,· .05 .08 .14 .24 
EX 
CELLS- No. 6 6 6 7 7 5 6 6 7 Exponential Pwr. .16 .22 ~34 .71 1 .21 .31 .48 . 76 




Pwr . .01 .03 .04 .11 .72 . 01 .01 .05 ··.16 CELLS 





. :PARTITj:oNI.NG COMPARI·SONS FOR 1% CI{IWI.CAL :REG'ION·. . ... . ' ·= 
.. ~·· I • 
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Equal Equal Equal Equal 
Exp. Width Exp. Width 
• 49 .33 • 02 .03 
.74 .63 • 01 .04 
,'97 .95 .08 .11 
.97 1.0 .82 
,39 .30 .04 .01 
. 5.4. .-43 . -· ~09 .05 
.88 
• 75 .14 .16 
1.0 .1 .• :0 
TABLE 4-2 
,C.0'.MPARISON OF POWER OF THE TEST 
FOR TWELVE EQUAL EXPECTANCY CELLS AND 
TWELVE EQUAL W;[DTH CELLS WITH 
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expectancy cells would be sl.ightly more power:f'u.l for the alternat.j.-ve;. 
distributions considered in the simulation. Comparable results 
were obtained with the 5% and 10% critical r_egions; therefore, it \ 
is concluded that a parti tioni_ng scheme utilizi_ng equal expectancy 
cells is a more powerful technique than partitioning with equal . 
. 
width cells • 
B. Minimum Number of Equal Expectancy ·cells 1 
'· . 
The data to determine the optimum number.of equal expectancy 
cells is detailed in Tables B-1 through B-20. ·These results pro-
vide the necessary insight for determini_ng the optimum number .of' equal 
' I 
•: / 
~ expectancy cells required for the log-normalf Chi-Square, _and ex--
ponential alternative distributions but need \~t satisfy the reg;'aj.re~ 
I 
I ments for testing other alternatives or for te~ting _against .otn..e.r-
• \ null hypothesis. The optimum number of equal e~ectancy .ce:ll-s. is \,,r -
-defined as the minimum number of cells required to provide -,a; 




duct ion in the amount of work required to determine the .ce·11 . 
boundaries, partition the random observations into the·se c:ells, and ... 
calculated the probabilistic areas as defined by these cell bound·aries .t 
Figures C-l through C-10 are to be used in m~ing: the decision 
as to the minimum number of equal expectancy cell._s-. :These figures 
disclose that broad limits exist on the n11mber of cells which 
provide a reasonable power on the test. The power of the t.est :Ls 
' -
seen to rise, fluctuate around an upper lind t ·1evel, ·and then decrease. \ 
' as the number of cells increase. The minimum. number of ·cells. 
i .. 
.· -· ., : 
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Chi-Square _ Exponential SAMPLE SIZE Population Estimates Population Estimates Population Estimates 
10 4 
• -** 5 5 
15 4 .. ;·· 6 5 
20 '4 ~- . .... 5 6: 5 
35 4 .:5 5 .. *· 5 
100 3* :4* 5:* 4* 
\ 
MINIMUM NUMBER OF CELLS DETERMINED FR-Q~f 






*Power for this riumber of equal expectancy cells 
. · ~lightly less- than for twelve equal width cells. ·;; 
**Level of power considered inadequate. to make, 
.any s.ignifi~ant J11:dgment. 
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suggested will be selected to produce a power of t·he· test which is. 
approximately equivalent to the upper limit level. It i·s also ~ 
noted that the test is more sensitive to the ·1.og-normal dist,ributiorr 
than the two other alternative distributions considered~ Shap·_._iro 
. - ' 
... 
Wilk, and Chen16 reach the same conclusion, i.e., "the CS [Ch:i-
Square] test performs well against the very h_ighly skew_-ed distri·~ 
. but ions but in general does not have good s·ensi ti vi ty overall.'' 
The minimum number of equal expectancy cells ··i:s shown . in T·ab.le 4~3 
. . \ .. : 
for a 5% critical region. It should be not-ed from the ir.1:for-ination 
' 
.. in Table 4-3 that the test is slightly less powerf'µl with the 
suggested number of cells as compared to the test u~ing twelve (12) 
. . 
equal width cells; but in all cases, ·a higher power can be obtained 
• as was previously shown in Table 4-~. Also, there appears· to be 
some trade-o:f:f in trying to satisfy the Chi-Square. Go·oa.ness-of-Fi t 
statistic, i.e., when the expectancies tier cell are few, .~ore 
cells are required and visa versa. This: i:s· indicat:ed by the. fact 
that the minimum number of cells require de·c·reases as the sample , 
• • size increases. 
C. Minimum Number of Expectancies Required Per·Cell 
This is an age-old question which has been discusse-d :sinc.e 
" 
Pearson conceived the Chi-Square test statistic in 1900. Th.is issue 
• 
was the major factor which prompted the invest_igation c-onducted in 
this paper. An answer to this question can be best obtaine~ with 1 
' 
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which can be placed on the number of equal expectancy cells ~equired 
' 
to provide an adequate power on the test. The sample size under 
consideration divided by this number of cells will indicate \the 
minimum number of expectancies required. The.minimum number ot 
expectancies determined in this fashion.are indicated in Table 4-4. 
I 
' 
These results suggest that a sufficient number of expec·tan.cies would 
be two ( 2) per cell, and this further indicates that t·he ·past r.e-
quirements of having E. ~ lO and even those dictating E. ~ 5 are. 1 1 
much too conservative and partially defeat the usefulness of' t)ie 
Chi-:-Square test . \ 
.· 
. 
These stringent requirements wet·e pece,s:si'ta:t~d 
since a lower limit was placed on the power of the test for.all 
alternative distributions. Figures C-l throughC-10 depict the 
true situation. There are alternative ·distributions which are· not 
l 
' 
sensitive to the Chi-Square statistic no matter how delicately the:y 
( 
may be treated. For instance, the Chi-Square (4 D .• O.F.) d:i.stributton 
which is characterized in these figures shows a poor .la.ck. of res.pon.se ... 
to the test for sample sizes less than 100. These un.responsive 
alternatives should be recognized, and the user should negate the 
' 
results of these Chi-Square tests. The paper by Wilk, Shapiro, l6 and Chen is an excellent document for backing t?is type of 
qualifying statement. Their results of testing the l.og-normal, 
Chi-Square, and exponential alternatives against the normal null 
·, 
,: 
hypothesis parallel the results obtained in the simulation conducted 
in this paper, so it can be conjectured that the other alter~atives~ 
l-
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evaluated in a simulation. The point is that insensitive. alternati.ves 
should be recognized and other go-odness-of-fit .techniqu~s should be 
applied to obtain greater confidence as to the d.egree of fit. 
D. Significant Differences in Optima.1.·Equa1·~ectancy 
Population Estimates. 
a. Selection of an Odd or ·Even· Nmnber ·cf.· Cells. 
b. 
Scanning, or1ce again, Tables B-1 thr·ough B-20 indicates 
1 
' \ that there is no apparent reason to suppor~ the ~uperiority 
or either an odd or an even number of' equal expectancy· 
cells. Table 4-5 incorporates the cumulative results for 
the three alternative distributions a;nd cr.itical r_egions 
used in the simulation. These tabulated results indicate 
that there are more optimum partitioni_ngs resulti_ng· from an 
odd number of equal expectancy cells than those par-ti tiorre.d · 
with an even number of cells • For this .reason, it will 
be stated that an odd number o:r equal expectancy cells _i:s. 
more powerful. As can be recalled from Chapter III 
(Figure 3-3), the scheme having an odd number o:f cel'ls· has 
the middle cell centered on the mean. 
Population Para.meters versus Population Estimates. 
Referring again to Table 4-5, it is apparent that the 
results using population parameters closely parallel those: 
using population estimates o:f mean and standard.deviation. 
.~ 
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This is really what was expected, and these res·ults will 
differ even less as the number of samples used approach 
infinity since the population estimates will tend toward 
the population parameters. 
E. Validity of Chi-Square Test for·sma.11·sa.mp1e·sizes 
' 
. ..
.. ;· .. 
This paper considers samples of lO, 15, and 20 observation~, ·as 
small samples. There are definite indications that the response of 
the test to small samples is valid. This is justified by the data 
in Tables B-1 through B-20 and the results of the preceedi~g 
sections related to determining the optimum number of equal ex-
pectancy cells and minimum number of expectancies required per, cell .. 
Section B (Minimum Number o:f Equal Expectancy Cells) indicates 
that for the alternative distributions considered, the. qptimum 
partitioning is from four ( 4) to six ( 6) equal expectancy cell·s. 
.i 
·, This results in an expectancy per cell content of', frolll ·i· .. 66 ex-
pectancies per cell to 2.5 expectancies per cell for ·the smallest 
sample size considered in the simulation, i.e., 10 observations. 
. 
.. 
These requirements are.in agreement with the information enclosed·in 
Table 4-4 of Section C (Minimum Number of' ·_Expectancies Requ~red · 
·• 
per Cell). With these provisions, it' is thus shown that the Chi-
Square Goodness-of-Fit Test is valid f'or the small samples consi~er·e(l; 
but it must be again stated that the Chi-Square te~t may not,: provide · 
enough assurance of a good fit of the null hypothesis under these 


















































































F. Other Results Obtained·from·the·SimUlation 
a. Other null distributions. 
' 
Since the simulation was conducted with concern direct·eo. 
toward the normal null distribution, it would be very di.fficult 
' to draw any general conclusions that could.st1pport the f~c:t 
that the optimum number of equal expectancy cells !3.nd the. mi.ni.-
mum expectancies per cell requirements would hold .f-or any ~ 
general null dis tri but ion. It seems reasonable that it ·eou.l<i 
be expected that the limitations concluded· i11 Sections .B'., C, 
and E of this chapter will persist for the class of di-stributions 
which are symmetric or of near symmetry, e.g., uniform distri-
I bution, Chi-Square distribution with high deg~ees of .freedom~ 
and the Gamma distribution with select parameters of a and (3 • 
The Chi-Square statistic measures the deviation between 
observed frequencies and expected frequencies. The simulat:ion 
determined the optimum parameters to be used; so it. can be . 
concluded that, if these para.meters are to be used, the Chi-
' 
Square statistic will produce a significant measure ·o:f ·the 
deviation independent o:r the null distribution. It must pe 
stressed that the test may not provide the user with an adequate 
level of information to assure a valid judgment on whether to 
accept or reject the null hypothesis. 
b·. Other alternative distributions tested against a normal 
null distribution. 
I '.I;his answer can best be obtained by consideri~g the infer-. 
· 16: rnation contained in the paper by Shapiro, Wilk, and Chen • 
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Since the response of the three alternative distributions 
considered in the simulation yield compatible results with 
those results of their paper, it can be conjectured that 
the other alternatives will respond similarly. 
c. Other· sample· sizes •. 
:1. 
The information resulti~g from the ~imulation gives-· sorne., 
., 
insight as to the desirability of usi.ng the c~:i-Squa;t'.e t.es.t . G. 
for samples of sizes other than those considered. 
It would be "grasping f'or straws" to consider samples of 
fewer than ten observations because it would be difficult t·o 
simultaneously fulfill the requirements recom:m~nded in 
Sections Band C of this chapter, i.e.,:it is difficu.J.t tt:> 
retain the requirement of having at least two expeo.taneie-s 
per cell while keeping an adequate number of cells to allow 
the statistic to make a reasonable measure of the deviation .· 
. .. ' . 
between observations and expectancies • 
r .-
.. 
Samples with greater than one hundrecl observa-p;i.ons c.an be 
partitioned by noting the trend in Table 4-3. The.number of 
partitionings used should always be kept to the minimum in 
order to reduce the amount of work in defining the partition 
boundaries, sorting the observations into these partitions_, 
and calculating the expectancies falli_ng within these cells. 
' \ 
By this criteria ;-\it definitely appears that five ( 5) equal 
expectancy cells would be a good select:ton to be used for 
samples o:f greater than one hundred (100) observations. 
·' 
.. 


























































G. Simulation Abnormality 
" 
While reviewing the results of the simulation that was conducted 
in the this paper, it was noted that a cyclic depres-
sion appeared in the data used to evaluate the optimuni number 9:f 
equal expectancy cells. 
Refer to Figure C-2 of Appendix C for a critical r_egion of 10:%. 
. ( a = 10%). The power of the test curve for the log-normal alter~ 
native distribution using population parameters dips noticeably· 
·at Nu.mber of Cells of 3, 7, ll, 15 • T~e dip at seven ( 7) is 
·• 
noticeable on all figures (Figures C-l thro;ugh c ... ·5 ~-. ·This prompted .. 
' 
. 
. an investigation to de~ermine the factor causi~g- this dip to ins,ur:e; 
that the weakness was not in the simulation but due r·ather to tbe 
.. 
'-nature of the Chi-Square statistic under the conditions beip.g tested • 
It must be remembered that this abnormality only :appears with 
·: -
a log-normal alternative distribution while using population,parameters. 
This fact relieves some doubt and suggests that the cause is not 
due to the mechanics of the simulation program. Still, the fo13::.owi:t1g ;' 
areas were investigated in hopes of isolating the cause: 
a. Varying "seeds" were used for generating the 
random uniform numbers through which ;the. :l_og-
b. 
normal observations were generated. 
A mixed congruential routine was used to 
generate random uniform numbers havi~g a 
longer cycle length without repetition than 
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c. The l_og-normal population I parameters wer·e 
idealy set rather than calculati_ng them · 
from a transformed normal (0,1) population •. 
d. Since the degrees of freedom are greater 
by two when tests are conducted with 
population parameters, two degrees of 
:freedom were removed while retaini~g all 
other parameters. 
e. Population parameters of mean and standar·d 
deviation were set to differi~g values to 
note the effect. 
., . 
·, 
All of the above investigations provided no addition.a.,]. ini;iight 
into the location of the cause for the noted abnormality, $;:Light 
changes were noted under some circumstances, but the dip of the 
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The cumulative results for :the simulation that was· cono.ucted· 
for the development of this paper are included in Tables B::;..1 through 
. 
-
B-20 of Appendix B and Figures C-1 thro_ugh C-.20 o:f AppendiJ,C C. 
These results provide the necessary data required ·to :formui·ate t:he 
conclusions to be drawn about "the optimum number of cells an~ the 
expectancy content required for the Chi-Square: goodness.-o:f~fi t test .• " 
.r 
·-
A. Optimum Number of Cells 
An equal expectancy partitioni:ng scheme is more_powerful 
than using an equal width approach having twelve (12) cells. 
While the equal width method appears to reduce the a.mount 
of effort required for performing the partitioni!,lg calculations; 
~ it was shown that five ( 5 f equal expectancy ce·1·1s- would be 
su:f:ficient for partitioning, and this tends to reduce even· 
further the amount of computational effort .. required when · 
applying the Chi-Square test to a random set of observations. 
The boundary definitions for a normal null distribution 
partitioned into five equal expectancy cells are: µ - 4 a , 
µ.- 0.841785a, µ.- 0.25356a, µ+ o.25356u, µ +o.841785u-·, 
and µ + 4 <1 ; where µ and a are the population parameters of 
,, mean and standard deviation respectively. Si-nee all out-lyi~g 
observations beyond the + 
- 4 a boundaries will be grouped into. 
+ + the respective end cells, µ. - 0. 841785 a and JJ. - 0 .25356 a 
are the only boundary definitions required in order to_ partition 
·) . I 
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will be: • 
where: 
41 
The expectancy content of the ;five :¢e:l.1-s 
E. = p. N 
l. l. 
= 0.2 (N) 
N = the number of random observations , 
in the sample set 
-~· 
• 
.. Figures C-11 through C-20 show the cumulative reSulta for 
the log-normal alternative distributi6n o:f the simtl.lat:i,on. 
These :figures clearly indicate that :five. equal e:iwectancy 
cells (k=5) is a good selection and that the equal expectancy, 
..... · .. - .. 
. 
partitionings are more powerful than twelve equal widtn 
partitions for the smaller sample sets. For samples of one:, 
hundred observations, the power of the:Se two alternative 
procedures are equal. 
B. Minimum Expectancy Content 
r The simulation provides the information. t:o conc·1:i:iqe· ·thatr 
the minimum number o:f expectancies require·d. ca.n ·be reduced to· 
two (2) per cell with little degradation on the power o:f the 
test. This relaxes the previous requirements of having 
E. ~ 5, which was entirely too conservative.. This point is l. 
of' particular interest in concluding that the Chi-Square 
statistic is valid for testing the goodness-of-fit for samples 
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42 :I}. .. 
VI. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
It must be remembered that the results and conclusions derived. 
in this paper are limited by the fact that the simulation was con~ · 
ducted to test the log-normal, Chi-Square with 4 d.egrees o:f freedom, 
and the exponential alternative distributions .against a standarq. __ 
normal null distribution. These general results may not be valid· 
for other alternative distributions and testi~·g these alternative 
distributions against other null distributions. Re·ference is made 
to the paper by Shapiro~ Wilk s-,and Che~16 b~cause they provide det;a;i,le-d 






Possibly some correlation can be made by compari~g their results 
to the conclusions reached in this paper. 
Also, it would be of continuing interes·t to try to determine 
the optimum selection (number of cells) for an equal width parti tion.i.ng: 
scheme. This paper limited the number of equal-width partitions to 
twelve (12) and Hamdan' s 9 study indicates that no significant increa.s·e 
in power can be achieved with more than twenty -(20) cells. How 
would the results obtained using five (5) equal width c.ells compare 
to those utilizing the five (5) equal expectancy p~rtitioni~gs? 
. 
Finally, it may be :fascinating to extend the invest.igation as · 
per Section G o:f Chapter IV, "Simulation Abnormality". I·solatibn 
of the factor causing this noticeable decrease in power when usi~g 
3, 7, 11, 15, • • • equal expectancy cells with a l.og-normal alternative· 
distribution with known population para.meters may add appreciably .. to 
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1. Set Alternative Distribution (NUMB) 
2. Set Parameters (IPRAM) 
3. Set Sample Size (NO) 
4. Set Number of Samples (NT) 
Generate 











Sort Random Variables 
Calculate 
Popu~ation PaYarneters 
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I l I 
~ ~ 
Calculate Equal Width 
Cell Boundaries ( 0. 4 a ) 
-
Set IIumber of Cells 
NC=!{ 
_., r ~ ._ ____________ ....,...~~--------~ 2 I . 
Calculate Equal Expectancy 
Cell Boundaries for NC 
I I 




Degrees of Freedom 
NDF - NC-3. 
Calculate Chi-Sq_uare Va'lue ~ 
~ for Equal Expect a.i."'1 c y Cells 
~ :, 
Determine Type II Error 
Equal Expectancy Cells ( O'. = O.lO) 
' .I 
Determine Type II Error 




Determine Type II Error 
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l IPRM1 2 
j 
NDF - ll NDF = 9 
No 
Calculate Chi-Square Value 
for Equal Width Cells 
Determine Type II Error and Power 
for Equal Width Cells (a= 0.10) 
Determine Type II Error an~ Power 
for Equal Width Cells (a= 0.05) 
Determine Type II Error and Power 
for Equal Width· Cells (a= O.Ol) 
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LOOP= LOOP+ 1 
No 
Calculate Power of the Test 







Alternative Distribution ' 
Samnle Size (NO) 
... 
Number of Sam.ples (1IT) 
Number of Cells, Expectancies.·, 
Power, (a= 0.10, 0.05, ·0.01) 
for Equal Expectancy Cells 
Eower (a= 0.10, 0.05. 0.01) 
for Equal Width Cells 
No 
REINITIALIZE: 
1. Alternative Distribution 
2. Sample Size (NO) 
(NUMB) 
3. JJumber of Samples (NT) 
4. Par~~eters (IPRAM} 1 ~ 
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* A Sl~lULATIUN PKOGKAM TO DETERMINE THE 
~ U ~ T I ('--1 l J fll j\j U fv\ B F k O F C E L L S A N D 
* EXPECTANCY CONTENT REQUIRED FOR THE 
* C H I - S l-J LJ A k E GO fJ D r\J E S S - U F - F I T T E S T 
* 
INTEGEK OU 
D I M E / ,! S I ll 1\J N D F /\I ( 1 0 0 l , N D I V N' ( 1 0 0 l , E X N ( 1 0 0 l , T V C S Q ( 1 0 0 , 3 ) 
CLJi·:··'tl,\ XI_ ( 100), Xll ( 101) ,NXL( 100) ,C.Hl 1 ( 100) ,CHI2 ( 100) 
1 , Ct. l 5 ( 1 U O l , X 1 H ( 1 3 l , N X ( 1 0 0 l , Z I 1 3 l , EX H ( 12 ) , N , ND I V, NO, X 
i ) A T A CJ t J / 6 / , I N / 5 / 
C INITIALILE 
K E A D ( I I\J , 1 ) ( ( T V C S Q ( L , fvl ) , M = 1 , 3 ) , L = 1 , 1 0 0 ) 
C SET INITIAL SWITCHES (LAST STATEMENT 
C S E T S V A I_ LJ t: U t= V A k I A t3 L E ) 
C SET ALTE~NATIVE DISTkI8UTION 
C O - L O G - i\J LJ k l'-,.1 A L 
C 1 - CHI-SWUAKE 
C 2 - E X f-' CJ 1\J t I\J -r I A L 
NUMH=O 
NlJtviB= 1 
f \J LJ 1v·1 K = 2 
.. 
C SET POPULATION PAKAMETERS 
· C 1 - PUPLJLATION 
C 2 - SAMPLE 
IPKAM=l 
I PK A f11l = 2 
C SET SAMPLE SIZE 
• 
NO=lO 
NO= 1 ::> 
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A fv1 = CJ • U 
S=l.u 
IX=IS 
l)U 2 4 I= 1 , 10 0 
CHll(l)=O.O 
CH12( I )=O.O 
CHI3( I )=U.O 
CHlHl=U.U 
C H I r1 2 = (J • U 
CHlN::>=U.U 
J 1 = i,J LJ - 1 
C NUMB~K OF TESTS 
DO lOUU NTEST=l,NT 
82 I F ( i\! t J 1v·1 b - 0 ) 2 6 , 7 , 2 6 
:I 
' 
• C GENEKAT~ KANOUM NUKMAL NUMBERS AND FROM THESE 
C G E f\J t: r< A T t L U G - f ,1 0 K rv·1 A I_ k A N D O f"I V A R I A B L E S 
7 LJ (J 2 I\J = 1 , j\j 0 
7 8 C A L L G A LJ S S ( I X , S , AM ) 
IF(X-lf4ob-r3) 2,2,78 
2 XL ( 1' 1 ) = t X r-> ( X ) 
G (] . r L_l 3 1 
26 I F ( hJ LJ ,11 ·1 D - 1 ) 30,28,30 
C GENEKATE KANDOM NOkMAL NUMBERS AND FROM THESE 
C GENEKATE CHl-SWUAkE (4-D.O.F.) RANDOM VARIABLES 
28 l)O lY N=l,NO 
X2=0.0 




















































XL ( f,1 ) = X 2 
Gll T LJ 3 1 
52 
C G E f\: E r-< A T f-= k A i\J DU 1v1 UN l F O k M N U fvl B E R S AN l) F RO Jv\ THE. :5: E 
C GE f\l t K A T t t X P U f \: E N T I A L K A I\J DOM V A k I A B L E S 
30 
32 
DU 3 2 j\J = 1 , I\J 0 
C A I_ I_ k A N (J X ( 1 X , I Y , Y ) 
lX=lY 
XL ( i\J) =-ALUG( Y) 
C SUKT KANUUM VAKIABLES IN ASCENDING ORDER 
31 uo y JJ=l,Jl 
fv1 = i\l LJ - J J 
tJ Ci Y I = 1 , fv\ 
IF( X.L( l }-XL( l+l )-·) Y,9,10 
1 0 T E f ·,j t-J = X I_ ( I ) 
XL( l )=XL( l+l) 
X L ( l + l ) = T E f v1 r> 
CUf\J Tl 1\!U E 
GU TU (111,112), IPKAM 
C CALCULATE i~EAN AND STANDAKD DEVIATION 0.P 







X l) L = U. U 
DlJ 2U I=l,NO 
XXl_=XXl_+Xl_ (I) 
XBAKL=XXL/FLUAT(NO) 
I) (J 2 1 I = 1 , I\J U " 
XOL=XUL+( (XL( I )-XBAKL)**2) 
S L) t \/ !_ = S t-J r< T ( X D I_ / r= I_ 0 A T ( N O - 1 ) ) 
IF ( Si;r~\IL-u .OO) 79, 7Y, 80 
IX=l>,+YY 






C CALCULATE PU~ULATION MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIAr·r-o.N 
111 IF(NTEST-1) 124,124,109 
1 2 4 I F ( i\J l J f,-'t o - 0 ) 1 0 5 , 1 0 5 , 1 0 6 
1 0 5 X 8 .A r< I_ = t= X r-> ( A fvl + 0 • 5 ::;:: S ::;:: ::;:: 2 ) 
S L) f:: \/ I_ = S t-) K T ( ( E X ~ ( 2 ::;:: A fvt + S * * 2 ) ) >.~ { E X P ( S * * 2 ) - l • 0 ) ) 
. .; LJ · i- , 1 l U Y 
I F ( f \ l 1 , • • i ~ - 1 ) 1 0 5 , 1 0 7 , 1 0 8 
X H A , < · _ = ~ I_ IJ A T ( i\J U ) 
S l) t ·v l_ = S r,,) K T ( 2 • 0 ::;:: F L O A T ( N U ) ) 
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SIJEVL= 1. 0 
53 






l) U 6 L I = t , 1 1 
X 1 H ( l ) = X b A k L + F L O A T ( I - 6 ) * 0 • 4 * S D. E V· L, 
Z {I)= ( XlH ( I )-X8Akl) /SDEVL 
Dl1 6 3 I = 1 , 5 
l I= 6-.J 
XlH (II} =XtjAKL-FLOAT (I) ;~0.4:::,soEVL 
L (II}= ( XlH( I I )-XBAKL) /SDEVL 
CALL SLJKTH 
C CALClJLATF ElJLJAL EXµECTANCY BOUNDAklES 
X l'"'t I i\J !_ = X t:> A k L - 4 • 0 ;;, S D E V L 
X ;'vl A X I_ = X H A k L + 4 • 0 ;~ S D E V L 
t t-> = 1 • (J 
,\J f) I V = 1\J U 
i\l L = 1 
3 6 t X = r 1_ t J A T ( 1\J U ) / F I_ 0 A T ( N O I V ) 




N L) 1 V l = i 'J LJ I V + 1 
X 1 L ( 1 ) = X i•! I I\J L 
X 1 L ( 1\J tJ I V 1 ) = X iV\ A X L 
l) ( J 2 j I A = 2 , f\J [) I V 
Aktl\l =~l_(J;iT ( I A-1) /FLOAT ( NO IV) 
L !_ = L f: t::: ( A k t= A l ) 
X 1 L ( I I-\ ) = S i ) t V L ~:~ Z Z + X B A k L 




GO TU (118,119), IP~AM 
ND F = [\J lJ l V - 1 
GO T LJ l 2 0 
NDF =I\J [) I V-3 





DO 22 I=l,NDIV ~ 
C H I = C H I + ( ( F L OAT ( N XL ( I ) ) -E X ) * * 2· ./·E x: l 
i\J I) ~ 1\1 ( 1\: I_ ) = l\i U F 
j\l [) I \/ I\J ( i\J L ) = j\J iJ I V 
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C DETEkMINE TY~E 2 (~ETA) Ek~OR VALUE 
C F Ll K T E N ~ E k C E f\J T C K I T I C AL REG I ON 
I F ( i\J T t S T - 1 ) 16,16,35 
16 IF(,,11_-l) 4Y,4Y,35 
4 Y I F ( j\ i l, J , • 1 r) - 0 ) 3 j , 3 4 , 3 3 
3 3 - I F ( 1 \j l J I' I t~ - 1 ) 4 6 , 4 4 , 4 6 
4 4 W k I T ~ ( LJ L J , 4 5 ) f\J U , 1\J T 
G (J T LJ 3 5 
4 6 ~~ k I T t ( Lj L J , 4 e ) N U , N T 
GCJ Ttl j5 
3 4 ~~ K. 1 r t ( LI LJ , 4 z ) r\J o , NT 
3 ~ I: K K l = T \J C S CJ ( 1\J D F , 1 ) 
I F ( C ~1 1 - t~ K K 1 ) 5 4 , 5 4 , 5 8 
5 4 C H l 1 ( , \I '- ) = C H I 1 ( f\1 L ) + 1 • 0 
5 8 CU i\J T I I\) L..J t 
C DETEK~llf~E TYPE 2 (BETA) EkROR VALUE 
C F ( J K r I V E t-J t K C E i\l T C K I T I C A L R E G I O N 
t K K 2 = T \/ C S l.J ( i\J D F , 2 ) 
1 F ( C r-1 I - f: f< I"\ 2 ) 5 3 , 5 3 , 5 2 
5 3 C rl I 2 ( h! I_ ) = C H I 2 ( i\J I_ ) + 1 • 0 
5 2 C U i\! · 1 · 1 i\! lJ t 
C D E T E K 1v'1 I f\J I:: 1- Y P E 2 ( ~ E T A ) E k k O R V A L U E 
C FUK UNE ~~KCENT CKITICAL REGION 
55 
50 
t: K K 3 = T V C S CJ ( f \J D F , 3 ) 
1F(CHI-Ekk3) 55,55,50 
C H I 3 ( I\J I_ ) = C 1-J I 3 ( f\J L ) + 1 • 0 
C U i\1 T l ! ') lJ t 
C CALCLJLATt EXPECTANCIES FUR EQUAL WIDTH CELLS 
lF(NTtST-1) 77,76,77 
76 t:XH( 1 )=AkEA( Z( 1) )):::FLOAT(NO) 
L) CJ t") L+ I = 2 , 1 1 
6 4 r X H ( I ) = ( A k t A ( Z ( I ) ) - A K E A ( Z ( I - 1 ) ) ) * F L O A T' ( .N o· ): .. 
EXH{ 12 )=( 1.0-AkEA( Z( 11)) )*FLUAT(NO) 
,. 
C CAL CUL AT t CH I - SW U A k. E VALUE S FOR EQUAL ~J" I D T.H :.c EL.LS 
77 IF(NL-1) 84,83,84 
83 CHI=u.u 
f) U o 5 I = 1 , 1 2 
65 Cr1I=CHI+( ( FLOAT(NX( I) )-EXH( I) )**2/EXH( I)) 
C O E T E r{ ;v1 I "' t T Y ~ E 2 ( 8 E T A ) AN D PO W E R t- 0 R I; Q U A L 
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GO TU ( 12 1 , 12 2 ) , 
NDFr-1= 11 




E I-<. k H l = T V C S CJ ( I\J D F H , 1 ) 
I F ( ~~ r-, l - c K K H 1 ) 6Y, 6Y, 7 5 
CHlr-1l=Cfilt-il+l .U 
(_: U f \; I l , · , l J l: 
l: k t-<. 1 , -: = l~ r-i l 1-i 1 / t= L U A T ( N T ) 
t-> L1 1-.; l r-; = l o U - t K K l H 
., 
t kt-< r-1 l = l \IC S l:-.! ( i\J lJ ~ H , 2 ) 
1 F ( ·.: r--1 I - t r<. r-<. r-i i ) -( 0 , 7 0 , 7 1 
C H l r-1 ~ = L ri l ri ~ + 1 • u 
C LJ 1\1 ·1 l I\ t. _j t: 
f: k k t.:'. t 1 = L H I H 2 / F L lJ A T ( N T ) 
t-' l J VJ 2 i--1 = l • (J - t: K k 2 H 
t:: K ~' r-i ~"> = T \J C S (_J { f \J L) f- H , 3 ) 
I ~ ( 1~ r-1 f. - i~ t-<. r.Z H 3 ) 7 2 , 7 2 , 7 3 
C H I 11 J = i~ :-J I r1 3 + 1 • 0 
Cl.) (\1 -,·· T :,I l' j c.: 
. 1 .... ... .,/ { ·-~ 
EKKjli=CHlH3/FLUAT( NT) 
P O \'1 3 H = 1 • 0 - E K k 3 H 
NL= I\J I_+ 1 
l F ( 1\1 I_ - 3 5 ) l 8 , 1 8 , 1 0 0 0 
N D I \/ = 1 \! U I V - 1 
G CJ T l_i ( 12 5 , 12 6 ) , I Pk A /Vl 
I F ( i\J tJ I \/ - l ) 1 0 U O , 1 0 0 0 , 3 6 
I F ( I\ i) i \/ - 3 ) 1 0 0 0 , 1 0 0 0 , 3 6 
C. (1 i\1 T I i'\1 LJ E 
[\I L 1 = j\l I_ - 1 
r\i·r 1=,\J-r-1 
...... ··~··· .~-
C DETE~MINE POWEK OF THE TEST FOR EQUAL 
C EX~ECTANCY G~UUPINGS 
DO 6 0 I = 1 , I\J L 1 
EkK2 l=CHI 1 (I) /FLOAT (NT) 
Ekk22=CHI2(I)/FLOAT(NT) 
E k t< 2 3 = C H I 3 ( I ) / F L O A T ( f\J T ) 
µ U \,-J l = l o U - t: k K 2 1 
t-> (J \.; 2 = l O (J - t t{ t..Z 2 2 
t--' 0 1··.i j = l o U - t rZ K 2 3 
.. 
60 · 
W R I T t: ( L_l l J , 4 3 ) N D I V N ( I ) , E X N ( I ) , P O W 1 , PO W 2 , P O W 3 
CO 1\J l l :\! L_l E 
113 
114 
.~ k 1 T t: ( LJ LJ , -( 4 ) POW 1 H, POW 2 H, POW 3 H 
G L) 1 ·L : ( 1 1 3 , 1 1 4 ) , I P K A (Vi 
~·J K I T 1: ( U l_J , 1 1 5 ) 
GO T LJ 11 7 
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C TEKMINATE OR CONTINUE 
C SAM~LE SIZE OF 10 
117 IF(NLL-1) 6,4,6 
4 I\J u r~ ·, t1 = 1 \J u rv, 8 + 1 
I F ( 1\1 L J i"I ts - 3 ) 27,3,27 
C SAMPLE SIZE OF 15 
3 f\J L L = I\J L L + 1 
N LJ f'1 i b = u 
~,j U = 1 5 
c;u Tu 27 
6 IF(hiLL-2) 13,8,13 
8 j\J LJ {'-1 h = I\J lJ f '- i B + 1 
I F ( , \) l j 1 ', 1 o - 3 ) 2 7 , 1 2 , 2 7 
C SAM~LE SIZ~ OF 20 
1 2 i\J L I_ = 1\J I_ L + 1 
N LJ i'11 K = U 
13 
14 
j\J U = 2 U 
STt~=U.l 
G LJ I LJ 2 7 
I F ( 1,1 L L - 3 ) 
i\J LJ ,'v'i :) = 1\J LJ 1\·1 B + 1 
15,14,15 
I ~ ( l \J l J , .:1 D - 3 ) 2 7 ' 1 0 2 ' 2 7 




f\! L L = N L L + 1 
f\J u f VI t) = U 
/\j (_J = 3 :) 
S ·rtt_)=U .2 
I F ( f \J T - 1 0 0 ) 2 7 , 2 5 , 2 7 
Gll i"LJ 27 
I F { !\l L L -4 ) 2 9 , 1 7 , 2 9 
f\J U f11'i h = j\j U jVj t3 + 1 
I F ( I\J LJ ,,:, d - 3 ) 2 7 , 4 0 , 2 7 





NU P·\ t$ == 0 
NL)= l U U 
STt=~=U.3 
GU l (J 2 7 
I\J LJ !· , ri = J\) l. J j\'l t::3 + 1 
I F l l\i LJ i·1 b - 3 ) 























































f\J I_ L = 1 
f\; LJ f;,\ K = L) 
GU TU '2.7 
t-=OKi'-'1AT ( l 3Fb. 2) 
F O k i., ! /J. T ( 1 1 ' , 1 0 X , 1 ::;, ::;::: P O lr,J E R O F T H E T E S T * * 1 , / / / , 1 1 , 
1 1 /\ I _ I - t.= r < ! \j ii. T l \/ t lJ I S T k I B LJ T I O N - L O G - N O R fvl A L 1 , / / , 1 1 , 
2 C> X, , 1 ~ A 1 • , f-J l _ t S I l E: = 1 , I 4 , / / , 1 1 , 1 N U IVI B E k O F S A 1v1 P L E S = 1 , 
3 I 4 ., / / ., ' ' , 2 X , 1 I\) U • 0 F . ' , 6 X , ' t X P E C T E D 1 , 5 X , 1 P O W E R 1 , 5 X , 
4 1 f-.J l l 1\· r-:: r\ 1 , '.) X , 1 f-J LJ ~,J E k 1 , / , 1 1 , 2 X , 1 C E L L S 1 , 8 X , 1 V A L LJ E 1 , 7 X , 
5 I ( lJ O 1 \j ) I ' 4 X ' I ( u • u 5 ) I ' 4 X ' ' ( u • 0 1 ) I ' / / ) 
t-= l J t-< 1 ·: !J. -i· ( 1 ' "' 2 X , I 4 , 4 X , F 1 0 • 2 , 7 X , F 5 • 2 , 5 X , F 5 • 2 , - 5 X , F 5 • 2 ) 
t-= u k I· 1 A T ( I 1 I ' 1 0 X ' ' ::;::: ~' p O w E K O F T H I:: T E s T ~:, * I ' / / / ' I I ' 
1 1 L\ L -1 · t-= t-<- ''J A T I V E lJ I S T k I B U T I ON - C H I - S Q U A R E ( 4 0 • 0 • F • ) 1 , 
2 / / , 1 1 , 6 X , 1 S A /vi ~ I_ .E S I Z E = 1 , I 4 , / / , 1 1 , ' N U fv\ B E R O F 1 , 1 X , 
3 1 SA j•, f---i L t S = 1 , I 4, / / , ' 1 , 2 X , ' I\! 0 • 0 F ' , 6 X , 1 EXPECTED ~ , 5 X, 
4 1 !-.I lj :.-·1 t: K ' , 5 X , ' I-' 0 ti-j E r{ 1 , 5 X , 1 P U ~~ E R ' , / , 1 1 , 2 X , ' C E L L S 1 , 8 X , . 
5 'VALlJt: 1 ,7X, 1 (0.10) ',4X, 1 (0.05) ',4X, 1 (0.01) • ,//) 
r= u 1-.z i -. i A T ( ' l 1 , 1 o x , ' ):, ):, P o ~~ F R (1 r T H E T E s T ,:, ::::, • , / / / , • • , 
1 ' A L T t= k i \J A T l V E [) I S T k I f::s U T I O f\J - E X P O N E N T I A L 1 , / / , 1 • , 6 X , 
2 1 S A I'· I f-J I_ I:: S I l E = 1 , I 4 , / / , 1 1 , 1 1\J U fvj B E k O F S A fvl P L E S = 1 , I 4 , 
3 I I , ' • , 2 X , ' j\j O • U F ' , 6 X , 1 E X P E C T E D 1 , 5 X , ' P O W E R ' , 5 X , 
4 ' !-.I L) :,,J F k 1 , 5 X , 1 P U \,,} c K ' , / , ' 1 , 2 X , ' C E L L S ' , 8 X , ' V A L U E 1 , 7 X , 
5 ' ( () • l l) ) ' , L+ X , ' ( U • U 5 ) 1 , 4 X , 1 ( 0 • 0 1 ) 1 , / / ) 
. 
t-= U K 1·· ! I-\ T ( / / / / / , 2 u X , ' 0 • 4 S T A 1\1 D A R D D E V I A T I O f\J P A R T I T I ON I NG • , 
111, 2ox, 1 f-JUV,JEk •, sx, 1 f->OWEk 1 , 5X, • µow ER•, 1, 2sx, • (0.10> • ,4X, 
2'(UoU~) ',4X, '(U.Ul) ',//,28X,F5.2,5X,F5.2,5X,F5.2-) ~ U k 1 • 1 A T ( / / / / , 5 X , 1 ~ 0 P U L A T I O N P A k. A fv'I E T E R S U S E D 1 ) 
r= CJ k 1·-, 1-\ T ( ; ; ; ; , 5 x , 1 s A rv1 µ L E P A k A i"I E T E R s u s E o 1 ) 
S T lJ t-> 
t-= j\j [) 
- -
C FUNCTIUr\J SUB-PKOGKAM AREA CALCULATES 
C THE ~AKTITIUNED AKEAS UNDER THE NOR.MAL CURVE 
FLJ~ICTiur,1 AKEA(XZ) 
Cu (v1 jv1 LJ j\j XL ( 1 u O ) ' X 1 L ( 101 ) ' I\J XL ( 100 ) ' CH I 1 ( 10 0 ) 'CH I 2 ( 10 0 ) 
1,Ct-lI j ( llJU), XlH ( 13) ,hJX( 100) ,Z( 13) ,EXH( 12) ,N,NDIV,NO,X 
F N == l J o ~") '-:i 0 '-:l 4 "2- 3 ::;:: t X }.J ( - 0 • 5 ::;( X Z ::;( X l ) 
W == 1 o l_J / ( 1 o lJ + U • 2 3 1 6 4 1 Y ~::: A 8 S ( X Z ) ) 
• 
,.' 





P=At~)s ( ~-u. 5) 
IF(XL) 1,2,2 
AktA=l). 5-j-) 
GO T lJ 4 















































C S LJ B K U LJ T I i\J c G A U S S G E f\J E R A T E S 
C K A N O lJ tv1 I\! 0 k f .:\ A L 1\1 U M t3 F R. S 
··(. 
S U H K LJ l J T I I\J t G A U S S ( I X , S , A fvl ) 
CO rv·, i·l t J r,J XL ( 1 O O ) , X 1 L ( 1 U 1 ) , N XI_ ( 10 0 ) , CH I 1 ( 100 ) , CH I 2,. ( 10 0 ) 
. 1 , Ch l 3 ( l CJO} , X 1 H ( 13} , N X ( 100) , Z ( 13) , E XH ( 12), N, ND IV, NO, X 
A=(J.t.J 
[J CJ l I = 1 , 1 2 •. 





k E -r LJk 1\J 
t i\J D 
C SUBkUUTINE KANOX GENE~ATES 




·. ,. "' C O 1v) fVI LJ l\j X L ( l O O ) , X 1 L ( 1 0 1 ) , I\J XL ( 1 0 0 ) , C H ·I 1 ( l Q Q ) , CH I 2 ( 1 Q Q J 
1 , C 1""1 I 3 ( l U O ) , X 1 H ( 1 3 ) , N X ( 1 0 0 ) , Z ( 1 3 ) , E X H ( 1 ·2 ) , N ; N D I V , N O ~ X 
I Y = I X ;.;~ b 5 5 3 Y 




Kt: TU k f\J 
~ I\J l) 
C SUBROUTINE SORTH SORTS OBSERVATIONS 






SUB KU UT I i\JE SOR TH .) 
C O /v1 1'/1 0 i\J X L ( 1 0 0 ) , X 1 L ( 1 0 1 ) , N X L ( 1 0 0 ) , C H I 1 ( l O O ) , C H .I 2 ( 1 0 0 1 ) 
1,CHI3( 100) ,XlH( 13) ,NX( 100) ,Z( 13) ,EXH( 12) ,N,r\lDIV,NO,X 
f\J i\l X == U 
i\JI I=l 
l)U 1 I=l,11 
NX( l)=O 
0 0 2 I I == I\J I I , 1\J 0 
IF( XL( I I )-XlH( I)) 3,3,4 
N X ( I ) = 1\J X ( I ) + 1 
N N X = f\) i\J X + 1 
C O 1\J 1- I 1 \J U E 
NII=II 
I F ( 1\j 1\1 X - N O ) 1 , 5 , 5 
CO f\l T l 1\J U E 
f\JX(l2)=NO-NNX 
. .; . .' l 
·· ... 
.,.. 
~w- ·-~·--•C-•--..---·-·- ·- - ... 



































GO T CJ 7 
NXk=I+l 
()fJ o I =f\JXK, 12 
f\JX( l )=U 
KET l J k I\J 
t 1\1 [) 
59 
-·-· 
., . ,·.,· 
C SUBKlJtJTINE SOKTL SUKTS QljSER.VATIONS 







S U H K U lJ T I I\! E S O k T L 
C O iv1 J"'' L J i\, X I_ ( 1 0 0 ) , X 1 L ( 1 0 1 ) , N X L ( 1 0 0 ) , C H I 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , C H I 2 ( 1 0 0 ) · 
1 , C 1-i I j ( 1 O O ) , X 1 H ( 1 3 ) , N X ( 1 0 0 ) , Z ( 1 3 ) ,. E X H ( 1 2 ) . , N , N D I V , N O , X 
I\ I i\l X = l) 
r,1 I I = 1 .. 
l) ll 1 I = 1 , ND I V 
r\JXL( I )=O 
U U 2 I I = f\! I I , N U 
I F ( X I_ ( I I ) - X 1 L ( I + 1 ) J 3 , 3 , 4 
i\J X I_ ( l ) = i\J X I_ ( I ) + 1 
f\J N X = 1\: i\] ;< + 1 
C lJ i\1 l l ,\1 lJ t 
/\II I=I I 
IF ( 1\:f,1X-f\JU) 1,5,5 
CU hl T I I\J LJ E 
1\JXr<=l+l 
l)O b l=NXK,NDIV 
f\JXL (I) =O 
KET LJ k N 




C r LJ N C T I CJ i\J S U B- P ~ 0 GK A fv'I Z E E C A L C U L A T E S 
C • • Z 1 1 V A L LJ E G I V E N I\J OK M A L D I S T R I B U T I ON AR E A 
F LJ f\J C T I CJ i,J L t E { A R- E A 1 ) 
CU l--1 1·:: 1J i\J Y. I_ ( 1 0 0 ) , X 1 L ( 101 ) , I\J XL ( 100 ) , CH I 1 ( 100 ) , CH I 2 ( 10 0 ) 
1 , C h I ::> ( 1 U O ) , X 1 H ( 1 3 ) , N X ( 1 0 0 ) , Z ( 1 3 ) , E X H ( 1 2 ) , I\J , N D I .V , N O , X 
~·J = S (CJ f~ T ( A I_ U G ( 1 • (J / ( A k E A 1 :::~ ::;, 2 ) ) ) 
Z E t = - ( v! - ( ( 2 • 5 1 5 5 1 7 + 0 • 8 0 2 8 5 3 ~:, W + 0 • 0 1 0 3 2 8 ~, W * :!c 2 ) / 
1 ( 1 • u + 1 • 4 3 2 7 8 8 ::;, W + 0 • 1 8 Y 2 6 9 ;~ W ~' * 2 + 0 • 0 0 1 3 0 8 * W ~' * 3 ) ) ) 
kt T LJ k i\J 


























C TABLE VALUES OF CHI-SQUAKE 
C FOR SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS OF 
C 90, 95, AND 99 PEKCENT AND FOR 
C 1 TO 100 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
-
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** POWER OF THE TEST** 
SAMPLE SIZE - 10 ~rrn~rnER OF SAMPLES - 50 
-ALTERNATIVE DIS~RIBUTION-
LOG-NORMAL CHI-SQUAF(E EXPONENTIAL 
POWER POWER POWER POWER PO~lER POWER POWER POWER POWER (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) 
0.50 0.32 0.18 0.12 0.06 0.06 0 .18 0.14 0.04 
0.58 0.52 o. 36. 0.14 0.14 0.06 0 .18 0.10 0.04 
0.76 O .58 0.34 0.10 0.08 0.02 0.26 0.14 0.02 
o.46 0.26 0.10 0.20 0.12 0.06 0.34 0.14 0.04 
o.66 o.48 0.26 0.10 0.04 0.02 0.28 0.16 0.10 
o.68 0.60 0.24 0.14 0.08 0.02 0.20 0.12 0.02 
o.68 0.58 o.46 0.16 0.04 0.02 0.06 0.04 0.0 
0.28 0.14 0.02 0.08 0.08 0.0 0.06 0.04 o.o 
0.36 0.12 0.04 0.16 0.04 o.o 0.12 0.04 o.o 
0.4 STANDARD DEVIATION PARTITIONING 
-PO_WER __ PO_WER ___ PO_WER_. . . POWER POWER POWER -P-OWE-R------P-OWER-
·~~-- ( 0 .10 ) ( 0 . 0 5 ) ( 0 . 01 ) ( 0 . 10 ) ( 0 • 0 5 ') ( 0 • 01 ) ( 0 . 10 ) ( 0 • 01 ) 
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** POWER OF THE TEST** 
• 
SAMPLE SIZE - 15 I~UI,~BER OF SAMPLES - 50 
-ALTERNATIVE DISTRIBU1I1IOI~-
LOG-NORMAL CHI-SQUARE EXPONENTIAL 
POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER PO~TER POWER (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) 
0.7~ o.68 0.52 . 0 .18 0.18 ,0 .06 o.4o 0.32 0.12 0.82 0.72 o.46 0.18 0.12 0.02 0.36 0.36 0.20 0.92 0.82 0.60 0.26 0.14 0.04 0.50 0.34 0.28 
o.86 o.68 0.50 0.26 0.12 0.04 o.42 0.26 0.16 
o.Bo o.66 0.50 0.26 0.14 0.06 0.34 0.22 0.12 
o.84 o.66. 0.36 0.26 0.16 0.04 0.38 0 .24 0.12 0.88 o.86 0.70 0 .26 0.24 0.08 0.34 0.30 0.12 0.82 a.Bo 0.60 0.26 0.16 0.04 o.42 0.30 0.12 0.76 0.54 0.30 O .24 0.14 0.04 0.50 0.32 0 .,26 0.88 0.74 0.38 0.22 0.08 0.02 0.54 o.4o 0.18 0.94 0,92 0.62 0.22 0.12 0.02 0.24 0 .18 0.08 
o.86 0.78 o.66 0.20 0.06 0.02 0.22 O .04 0.04 
o.46 0.22 0 .08 0 .18 0.12 o.o4 0.20 0 .04 0.02 
o ,54 0.38 0.16 0.22 0.06 o.o 0.16 0 .08 0.02 
0.4 STANDARD DEVIATION PARTITIONING 
--~------






( 0. 05 ) 
0.60 
' (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) 
-0.30 0.14 0.12 0.02 0.28 0.14 
.... 
}f ,· 
·:"' .. ";)• · .. 
... . :-.-
. ·'' 
,., ., .. ,,,.,,,, '!' 
·"· , 
1, • •• 
. ·'--:- .. ··• . 
' 
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.:·-
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-iiiltiii· ~;;;;:::::============------~. '~-lltt=::~ .. •""'}!-.. __ .,.j -----------------
-------·--·----·-· .......... 
•· 
** POWER OF THE TEST** 
SAMPLE SIZE - 20 NUMJ3.t.:R 01? SAMPLES - 50 
-ALTERNATIVE DISTRIRJTION-




















EXPECTED /POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER 
vALuE \to.10) (0.05) (0.01) co.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) 
1.00 0.90 o. 76 0.58 0.12 \ 0.10 0.04 0.52 o. 38 1.11 0.92 o.88 o.68 0.28 0.12 0.06 0.60 o.4o 
1.25 0.92 o.86 0.70 0.22 0.20 0.06 o.44 o. 30 
1.43 0.96 0.92 o.68 0.18 0.08 _D .02 0.60 o.44 
1.54 0.98 0.94 0.86 0.24 0.14 0.04 o.66 0.56 1.67 0.92 0.88 0. 78 0.20 0.08 0.02 0.52 o.42 
1. 82 0.98 o.86 o.64 o. 32 0.22 0.08 o.44 0. 30 2.00 0.96 0.90 0.70 o. 32 0.22 ·o.o4 o.46 o ~ 34 
2.22 • 0.98 0.96 0.86 0.28 0.20 0.10 0.50 o.44 
2.5~ 0.96 0.94 0.80 0.24 0.12 0.02 0.56 o. 36 
2.8 o. 84 0.72 0.58 0.22 0.12 0.04 0.80 0.60 
.... 3-. 33 0.98 0.94 o. 72 0.18 0.14 0.02 0.70 0.60 
4.00 1.00 0.96 0.92 0.20 0.10 . o.o o.4o 0.28 
5.00 0.98 0.90 0.78 0.18 0.12 0.02 0.24 0.18 
6.67 o.48 0.28 0.12 0.14 o~·oa 0.0 0.20 0 .• :12 
10.00 
. ' 
·0.60. o.44 0.20 0.22 0.10 0.04 o. 30 0.14 
o.4 STANDARD DEVIATION PARTITIONING 
POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) 
" /' ,· .,,....-it'"··.'';'-, 
/rt: I .. ~·-.~..It·· ·"?· .i 0.86 0 .. 66 O .-36 · 0.94 G) •. 18 "' 0.10 0.02 0.50 
~; 
, .
,., , ...... ) 
TABLE ,B-3 
.; -
. ! ·1_ . 
>· . 
-..~,-~ 
·~ ', 'I 
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SAMPLE SIZE - 35 r,nJ!vffil~R OF1 SAMPLES - 5 0 
-ALTERifATIVE DISTRIBTJTION-
LOG-NORMAL CHI-SQUARE 
POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER 
(0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) 
0.90 0.72 0.92 0.06 o.o 0.12 
1.00 1.00 0.90 0.38 0.20 0.08 
1.00 1.00 0.90 0.28 0.18 0.02 
1.00 1.00 0.96 0.34 0.20 0.02 
1.00 1.00 0.98 o.44 0.22 0.06 
1.00 1.00 0.96 o. 32 0.22 0.08 
1.00 1.00 0.98 0.30 0.22 0 .10 
1.00 1.00 0.98 o.46 0.20 0.04 
1.00 1.00 0.98 0.52 0.36 0.10 
1.00 1.00 0.98 o.46 0.28 0.12 
1.00 1.00 1.00 o.44 0.34 0.10 
l'~·oo 1.00 0.98 o.42 0.26 0.08 
0.98 0.98 0.92 0.38 0.26 0.16 
1.00 1.00 0.98 0.32 0.20 0.06 
1.00 1.00 1.00 0.18 0.12 0.02 
1.00 1.00 0.98 ·0.18 0.10 o.o 
o·.62 0.54 0.20 0.12 0.06 0.0 





























0.76 0.62 0\ 











--------- ----------POWER POWER POW ............. ER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER ( 0 .10) ( 0. 05) . ( 0. IDi) ( 0 .10) ( 0. 05) ( 0. 01) __ ( 0 .10) ( 0 • 05 ) ( 0 • 01 ) 
··.·· .. ··: ....... --· 
·1.0.0 1.00. o.68 o.44 o. 32 0.20 · -0. 08 
;,; ... • " ' 
. -
_, . 





- --~ -- --· --- ---------- ~----·---~~ -------------- ---~ 





















RO. OF EXPECTED 
CELIS VALUE 
100 1.00 
,· 76 1.32 
61 1.64 
51 1.96 




27 3, 70 
24 4.17 
















4· -- -"""" ) ' _,, • ...,v 3 33,33 
2 50.00 
~-· 
., ... ,_,,.~ 
·, J 
• 
•• POWER OF THE TEST 1 • 
SAMPLE SIZE - 100 NUMBEH OF ~3AMPLES - 50 
-ALTERNATIVE DIS'J'HIBUTJON-
LOG-NORMAL Qil-SQUAHE EXPONENTIAL POWER POWER POWEH PGIBR POWEH POWER POWER (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) ( O. 05) ( 0. 01) ( 0 .10) 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 O. 54 O. 34 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.78 0.58 0.28 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 a.Bo 0.70 0 .40 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 o.48 0.26 o. 56 0.98 1.00 1. 00 1.00 0.52 o. 38 0.58 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.56 0.24 o.66 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 O. 58 o. 32 0.62 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.82 0,52 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00· d.94 o.84 0.62 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 o.88 o. 56 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.90 o.66 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.96 0.72 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 0.92 o. 70 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.92 o.86 o.66 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.92 o.68 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 0.90 0.70 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.90 0.70 1.00 1.·00 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.90 0.72 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.96 0.82 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.82 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0 .90 1.00 1.00· 1.00 1.00 0.98 0~96 0.82 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.90 0.12 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 o.86 o.86 o.66 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.72 0.56 o. 36 1.00 ;, 
0.56 0.34 0.08 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.38 0.26 0.14 0.72 0.2? 0.98 0~90. o.4o 0.26 0.10 0.78 1.00 1.00. 0-.92 0.50 o.38 0.18 0.82 
0.4 STANDARD DEVIATION PARTITIONING POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER (0.10) (0.05) - (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
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** POWER OF THE TEST** 




POWER POvlER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) 
0. 40 0.30 0.22 0.16 O .08 0.02 o.42 0.22 0.10 
0.56 0.36 0.22 0.22 0.14 0.04 0.38 0.24 0.14 
o.46 0.28 0.22 0.26 0.08 0.04 0.38 0.28 0 .10 
0.56 o.4o 0.22 0 .28 0.16 0.08 0.60 0.32 0 .10 
0.62 0.56 0.18 0.22 0.16 0.06 O .58 0.50 0 .12 
o.64 0.54 0.24 0.30 0.24 0.04 0.50 o.4o 0 .26 
o.48 0. 32 0.24 0 .28 0.24 0.08 0.38 0.26 0.22 
-,~ 
0.4 STANDARD DEVIATION PARTITIONING 
---------- ----------POWER 
( 0, 10) a 





POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER 
(0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) 
Q, .. 06 
..•...... ·O 16 . ... 0.28 














-~ . -~---- ----- ---~---~ 
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** POWER OF THE TEST** 




POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) 
0.62 0.54 0.36 0.14 0.06 0.02 
o.68 o.42 0.34 0.16 0.12 0.04 
0.70 0.56 0 .32 0.16 0.10 o.oo 
O .58 0.56 0.38 0.14 0.10 0.02 
o.68 0.54 0.38 0. 32. 0.08 0.06 
0.62 0.50 0.30 0.16 0.04 o.oo 
0.72 0.56 o.44 0.24 0.12 0.04 
0.78 o.66 0.36 0.30 0.24 0.02 
0.76 I 0.74 0.38 0. 3.0 0 .14- 0.00 
0.76 o.66 0.54 0.18 - O .14 0.08 
o.66 0.60 o.42 0.34 0.22 0.04 





POWER POWER POWER 
(0.10) (0.05), (0.01) 
0.50 0.46 0.20 
o·. 46 0 .·24 0.12 
O .54 0.34 0.14 
o.46 0.34 0.16 
O .58 o.48 0.22 
0.60 o.44 0.24 
o ,54 0.38 0.10 
o ,54 o.44 0.20 
o .68 o.44 0.16 
o.66 o.64 0.32 
0.60 o.48 0.26 
o.42 0.30 0-.-14 
: ... 
0.4 STANDARD DEVIATION PARTITIONING 
_______ ____.._ ---------POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER· POWER POWER POWER POWER (0.10) · (o·.os) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) 
Gt • 
0.62 ·o:. 48 · ... :o. 2·4 0 ... 18 0.06 0 .• 00 .o.•46 0.2.8 o.·.·12 
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** POWER OF THE TEST** 




POWER POWER POWER POWER POvlER POWER (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) 
0.78 o.64 o.48 0.18 0.10 0.04 
o.68 0.60 o.46 0.22 0.14 0.02 
0.74 0.60 0.46 0.26 0.14 0.06 
a.Bo o.68 0.54 0.18 0.12 0.04 
0. 82 o.66 o.44 0.26 0.16 0.02 
0.78 0.10 0.58 0.28 0.12 0.10 
0. 72 . 0 .62 0.52 0. 32 0.16 0.02 
o.68 0 •. 62 0.52 0.22 0.10 0.06 
a.Bo o.66 0.56 0.30 0.16 0.02 
o.86 0.84 0.54 0.38 0.26 0.06 
o.88 0.82 o .6-o O. 34 0.14 a.12 
o.84 0.76 o.68 0 .32 0.24 0 .12· 
0.78 0.70 0.56 0. 32 0.26 0.08 




POWER POvlER POWER 
(0.10) (0.05) (0.01) 
0.58 0.48 0.18 
O. 58 0.44 0 .18 
o.68 o.46 0.22 
0.72 0.58 0.30 
0.62 o.48 0 .24 
o.64 0.52 0.22 
0.72 0.50 0.22 
o.66 · o. 44 0 .28 
0.62 0.56 0.34 
o.88 o.66 0.30 
0.76 o.66 0.38 
0.60 o.48 0.34 
0.56 0.46 0.30 
0.60 0.34 0.16 
o.4 STANDARD ...l)EVIATION PARTITIONING 
POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER (0.10) ( 0. 05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) 
• L .... 
..,:.i, '"· • 
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POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) 
0.90 o.84 o.68 0.26 0,18 0.06 
0.94 0.90 0. 72 0. 32 0.24 0.02 
0.94 0.90 0. 72 0.36 0.22 0.04 
0.94 0.94 o.88 0.36 0.26 0.06 
0,98 0.90 o. 84 O. 34 0.30 0.04 
0.98 0.94 o. 86 o.48 0.32 0.08 
1.00 0.98 o.88 0.36 0.26 0.08 
0.98 0.92 o. 84 0.58 0.26 0.06 
1.00 0.94 o.88 0.54 o.4o 0.06 
0.98 O ,96. 0. 82 0.50 0.34 0.02 
0.98 0.96 o.88 0.60 0.38 0.20 
1.00 1.00 0.94 0.52 0.34 0.16 
1.00 1.00 1.00 o.44 0.30 0.10 
0.98 0.96 0.94 O .42 ·O .30 O .08. 
0.98 0.94 O·. 84 0.50 0.30 o·.o4 .,. 
;0.90 0.84 o.68 0.52 0 .• 24 o .. ·o4 .  .. 
\· .. 
,,__, ___ ._ .. .L...-. • ........... -.-.-... 
.. , . 
EXPONENTIAL 
POWER POWER POWER 
(0.10) (0.05) (0.01) 
0.78 0.62 o.4o 
0.70 0.62 0.38 
0.84 0.76 o.44 
0.78 O. 72 0.54 
0.84 0. 72 0. 42 
0.86 o.84 0.54 
0.82 0.80 0.62 
o.88 0.70 0.54 
o.84 0.78 0.52 
0.92 0.76 0.54 
0.92 o.88 0.62 
o .94 0.86 0.78 
' 0 .90 o.Bo 0.76 
0. 72 o.66 0.56 
0.56 0.50 0. 42· 
o.66 o.42 0:.18' 
.. 
o.4 STANDARD DEVIATION,PARTITIONING 
POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) ( 0. 05 ) ( 0. Ol) ( 0 .10) .: ( O.~ 05) (0.01) 




' - -- -- - -- - -- --- -. - - - ,. - .. _ - ---- - ~--------------- - - . 
' . 
•• ~ 
·- t ' . 
~: 
Q, 
.. -·' ,.. 
• • - •• ' - ·r 
' . ' 











•• PO,IER OF THE TEST ** 
SAMPLE SIZE - 100 NUMBER OF SAMPLES - 50 
-AL'I'ERNATIVE D!STRIBlITION-
LOG-NORMAL CHI-sguARE EXPONENTIAL NO. OF EXPECTED "POWER POWER POWER POWER PCWER POWER POWER POWER POWER CELLS VALUE (0.10) (0.05) ( 0. 01) (0.10) (0.05) ( 0. 01) (0.10) (0.05) ( 0. 01) 
100 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.54 0.36 1.00 0.98 0.98 83 1.20 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.82 o.64 0.32 1.00 0.98 0.96 71 1.41 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.82 o.66 0.30 1.00 1.00 0.96 62 1.61 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.98 o.42 1.00 1.00 0.98 . 55 1.82 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.56 0.26 0.62 1.00 0.94 1.00 49 2.04 1.00 0.98 1.00 o.46 0.24 0.10 0.98 0.96 0.98 44 2.21 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.52 0.32 o.68 0.98 0.98 0.98 40 2.50 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.62 o.4o o.66 1.00 1.00 1.00 37 2.10 1.00 1.00 1.00 o.48 0.30 0.60 0.98 0.98 1.00 34 2.94 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 0.82 o. 56. 1.00 1.00 1.00 31 3.23 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 0.92 0.58 1.00 1.00 0.98 29 3.45 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.92 0.62 1.00 1.00 1.00 27 3.70 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 o.84 o.66 1.00 1.00 1.00 25 4.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.92 0.90 0.70 1.00 1.00 1.00 ~ 23 4.35 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.92 o.86 0.72 1.00 1.00 1.00 f-J 21 4.76 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.92 0.72 1.00 1.00 1.00 20 5.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 o.88 0.70 1.00 1.00 1.00 19 5. 26 1.00 1.00 1.00 .0.94 o.86 0.74 1.00 1.00 1.00 18 5.56 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 o.86 0.72 1.00 1.00 1.00 17 5.88 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.72 1.00 1.00 1.00 16 6.25 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.92 0.76 1.00 1.00 1.00 15 6.67 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.94 o.Bo 1.00 1.00 1.00 i4 7.14 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 0.76 1. 0.0 1.00 0.98 13 7.69 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 0.92 0.80 1.00 1.00 . 0.98 12 8.33 1.00 1.00· 1.00. 0.98 0.92 o.84 1.00 1.00 1.00 ·( 11 ·9 .. 09 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.96 0.82 1.00 1.00 ', 1. 00 l~O l0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00· 0.96 0.90 o.84 1.00 1.00 1.00 9.: 11.11 1.00 1.00 1.00 o.88 o.86 0.76 1.00 1.00 1.00 • 8 12.50 1.00 1.00 i .. oo: .o.86 o.86- 0.76 1.00 1.00 1.00 .. .· . - ... · 
. :• 7 14.29 1.00 1.00 :1~00 . o .. 86 0.78 o.66 1.00 1.00 o·.98 -'":.' 6 16.67 1.:()0 .(J,.'76 0.58 0,.4g 0.98 0.98 0.96 1.-00 1.00 ' 1., , . 5 20.00 J.00 1.00 0.98 0.74 0.58 0.28 0.96 o .9·4 . 0 .84 
... .. . ~
.... 4 25.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.82 o.64 0.22 1.00 0.96 0.72 .............. 
• 
'\ · 0. 4 STAND.ARD :PEVIATION. PAR'l1ITI0NIN~G ________ _ 
---------
POW ER POWER POWER POWER 'POWER POWER POWER POWER POW~ (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0~05) (0.01) 
I . 
1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.94 a.Bo 1.00 1.00 . 1.00 
TABLE ... B~io 
. ; 
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** POWER OF THE TEST** 




POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER 
(0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) 
0.55 o.43 0.26 0 lll3 0.04 0.04 
0.69 o.64 o.43 0.14 0.11 0.04 
0.72 0.58 0.35 0.13 0.09 0.02 
0.52 0.35 0.17 . - 0.19 0.09 0.04 
0.71 0.52 0.27 0.11 0.05- 0.03 
0.76 o.68 0.32 0.13 0.07 0.01 
0.76 0.65 0.50 0.16 0.06 0.02 
0.30 0.16 0.02 0.11 0.10 o.o 





POWER POWER POWER 
(0.10) (0.05) (0.01) 
0.21 0.15 0 .07 
0.21 0.13 0 .07 
0. 31 0.17 0 .07 
0.35 0.21 0.07 
0.36 0.25 0.16 
0.22 0.15 0.05 
0.12 0.06 0.03 
0.11 0.06 0.0 
0.17 0.04 0.01 
L. 
0 •. 4 -STANDARD DEVIATION PARTITIONING 
-FO_WER ________ PO_WER ______ PO_WER___ POWER POWER POWER ="po::-:WE-::::::.:=:-R--~Po~w=ER=-------p~o:::-WE==-R 
(·a.lo) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (-0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) 
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** POWER OF THE TEST** 




POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) 
0.72 0.66 o.46 0.23 0.18 0.04 o.46 0.33 0.12 
a.Bo 0.71 o.41 0.17 0.13 0.02 o.42 0.35 0.14 0.87 0.78 0.58 0.28 0.10 0.02 0.53 0.37 0.19 
o.84 0.69 o.49 0.26 0.12 0.02 o.44 0.30 0.18 0.78 0.62 o.46 0.32 0.17 0.05 0.39 0.27 0.14 0.81 o.68 0.37 0.26 0.15 0.05 o.44 0.29 0.10 0.85 o.84 o.64 0.22 0.19 0.07 o.41 0.33 0.13 0 .81 . 0,79 O .58 0.24 0.12 0.04 0.51 0.39 0.16 0.79 0.58 0.29 0.22 0.10 0.02 0.58 0.35 0.20 
o.84 0.71 0.38 0.22 0.11 0.02 0.58 o.44 0.22 0 ,93 0.87 o.63 0.14 0.09 0.01 0.29 0.24 0.12 O. 89" a.Bo 0.65 0.20 0.07 0.02. 0.24 0.08 0 ,03 
o.43 0.22 0.06 0.18 ·o .06 0.02 0.21 0.05 0.02 
0~54 0.34 0.13 0.23 o.08 (J.01 0.26 0.09 0.02 





0 .• 75 -
POWER 
(0.05) 
POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) 






( 0. 05) 
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** POWER OF THE TEST** 
SAMPLE SIZE - 20 NUMBER OF SAMPLES - 100 
-ALTERNATIVE DISTRIBUTION-
LOG-NORMAL CHI-SQUARE EXPONENTIAL 
POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) 
0.87 0.76 0.62 0.19 0.09 0.02 0.58 o. 38 0.20 0.92 o.84 o.64 0.25 0.12 0.05 0.)5 O. 39 0 .17 0.90 0.82 o.66 0.26 0.20 0.07 o.45 0.26 0 .12 
0.92 0.87 0.67 0.22 0.10 0 .02 0.60 o.44 0.19 0.98 0.90 0.77 0.25 0.18 0.05 0.67'· 0.54 0.24 0.91 o. 85 o. 74 0.23 0.12 0.01 0.52 0.41 0.21 
0.94 0.80 0.61 o. 34 0.25 0 .07 o.47 0.33 0.18 ~ 
0.94 o. 89 o.68 o. 31 0.20 0.05 o.48 0. 35 0.15 ..i::-0.98 0.93 .. 0.81 o. 32 0.22 0.09 0.50 o.4o 0.16 
0.95 0.91 o. 77 ·0.25 0.-17 0.04 0.60 o.46 0.15 
0.87 0.78 0.58 o. 3) 0.13 0.03 o. 76 0.58 0.33 0.94 o.88 o.64 0.24 0.12 0.02 o.66 0.57 O .34 
0.99 0.94 o.84 0.21 0.13 0.02 o.44 0,33 0 ,13 
0.98 0.92 o. 79 0.18 0.08 0.01 0.23 0.16 0 .03 
o.49 0.29 0.12 .0.14 0.08 .· o·.01 0.21 O~l4 0.02 
o.·57 O .43· 0.22 0.19 0.08 ... 0 .03 0.29 0.16 o·.oa 
' 
.. ~ .. - .... 
.. 
0.4 STANDARD DEVIATION PARTITIONING 
POWER POWER . POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0. 05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) 
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** POWER OF THE TEST** 























































0 •. 96 
1.00 
0 •. 99 
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0.01 
EXPONENTIAL 
POWER POWER POWER 























































0.4 STANDARD DEVIATION PARTITIONING 
---------
~. --------POWER 








·POWER POWER (0.10) (0.05) 
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** POWER OF THE TEST** 
SAMPLE SIZE - 100 NUMBEn OF SA!·ll'LES - 100 
lDG-NOHM;\L CHI-SQUARE EXPONENTIAL POWER POWE.1, POWER POWEH POWEH POWER POWER POWER POWER (0.10) (0.0'.,i) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) ( O. 05) (0.01) 
1.00 1.00 1.0,0 0.99 o. 56 o. 38 1.00 0.99 0.96 1.00 1.00 1.00 0. 711 0.61 0.35 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.77 o.68 o.41 0.99 0.99 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 o.46 0.27 0,55 0.99 0.98 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.50 O. 34 0.60 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.54 0.26 o.66 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 l .JJO 0.54 0.29 0.61 0.99 0.96 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.87 0.80 0.56 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.81 0,57 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.92 0.87 0.59 1,00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.91 o.85 o.66 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.92 0.89 0.72 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.89 0.73 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 o.84 o.66 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.91 o.85 0.62 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 o.88 o.66 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 0.87 o.68 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.91 0.73 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.94 0.82 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.95 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.93 o.86 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.93 0.81 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 o.85 0.70 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 o.84 0.81 o.65 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.74 0.60 o.4o 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 o.6i o.41 0.15 0.97 0.93 0-83 J,.:°'·oo. 1.00 1.00 0.37 0.23 0.11 o.68 0.51 0.35 0.99 O. 9ff o.89 o.~o 0.30 0.13 o.68 0.54 0.24 0.99 ·0.98 0.94 O· 55:· o.43. 0.16 0.76 0.70: o.45 
- .. 
.· 
0.4 STANDARD DEVIATION PARTITIONING 
_________ _....;,;....;.....____ 
---------
. POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER . POWER POWER POWER (Q.10) (0.05} ·(0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) 
....••. ,.,.t.or, -,. , ",:~~ry 
.. 1.00 
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** POWER OF THE TEST** 




POWER P01·lER POWER POWER POvlER POWER (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) 
0.43 0. 33 · 0.21 0.14 0.06 0.02 
0.51 0.38 0.23 0.18 0.11 0.03 
o.46 0.31 0.21 0.18 0.07 0.03 0.56 0.38 0.18 0.21 0.14 0.05 
0.63 0.58 0.22 0.20 0.15 0.03 0.61 0.54 0.30 0.25 0.19 0.04 
o.49 0.33 0.26 0.24 0.10 ' 0.05 
EXPONENTIAL 
POWER POWER POWER 
(0.10) (0.05) (0.01) 
0. 31· 0.17 0.09 
0.34 0.19 0.11 
0. 31 0.20 0.10 
o.47 0.27 0.11 
o.45 0.38 0.09 
o.44 0. 31 0.21 
0.31 0.19 0.14 
0.4 STANDARD DEVIATION PARTITIONING 
---------
-----------... -.. -POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER 
. (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) 
. 0. 40 
.. 
- .. 
' .. . ·t ( 
•• ' I 
Q .• 33. 
., 
0.09 0. 08 ,. 0 .04 
TABLE!' B-16 .- . . ,I 
.• 
" -9 __ -· ·: -. 
0.01 
._ ..  . 
0 .• 24 
.-- -· --:r: 
:, 
0.18 0.07 
.. - .1 
~ 
-l 
- -~-:_ 5' ---
- - - ---
.. - . ·-- _____ .., _______ , _____________ -- -· -- ----~ -'--~- - ~--- --~.--- -----m. -- -- - ------- ---
... ~---. 1· 
j 
/ 
. - - .,} ... .. - .. - - •.. _.-, ;, ... , .... -.- ·.,. , -, · ... - -., ._,,. -;-.- .. ,, ;··..,--_ . . ·-: i·:-~·--· .. ;, -.. _,_, .. _-,._..,.{~ -.. -~,,,:, . .-.• (. -.:'. · .. ~·,,--"'~>·<r.'.,.:,(.;_·,-,; /·;.~ """(.., -_,. __ '-.-:---··, :_\--- . -, .. ; ,. ~:·H.><."'~~,~::.::'.<,::~\-i;~->~·::_;;:.._;'::.::::-;·:~;=\~i'._fr-;';<:·:~:~ :_., -:-. _ _._.. _ ... --~-- .::. 
.. 
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** POWER OF THE 'rES'l1 ** 
SAMPLE SIZE - 15 NUivIBEl~ C)l<' SJ-u,,,1PLES - 100 
LOG-NORMAL CHI-SQUARE EXPONENTIAL 
POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER '-POWER (0 .• 05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) {0.05) (0.01) 
0.65 0.51 0.33 0.17 0 .07 0.02 0 .50 0.39 0.15 0.71 0.52 0.34 0.22 0.12 0.04 o.47 0.29 0.15 0.70 0.56 0.34 0.18 0.10 0.01 0.52 0.37 0.14 
o.64 0.16 ' 0.04 0.59 0.39 0.11 0.39 0.30 0.15 0.73 0.59 o.41 0.27 0.11 0.05 0.52 0.37 0.20 \/ 0.67 0 ,53 0.37 0.21 0.08 0.04 O .53 0.38 0.18 0.75 0.59 o.42 0.26 0.09 0.02 O .56 0.37 0.14. 0.76 o.63 0.36 0.26 0.17 0.02 0.54 o.44 0.17 ~ 0.80 0.69 o .. 49 (X) 0.75 0.39 0.30 0.20 0.02 0.15 . 0.79 0.70 0.59 0 .22' 0.17 0.08 O .57 0.53 0.31 
o.68 0.62 0.50 0.36 0 .23 0.06 0.51 o.42 0.24 0.62 0 .53 0.31 .0._37 0.21 0.03 o.41 o.2B o .. l:O 
0.4 STANDARD DEVIATION PARTITIONING 
---··· --------
---------P'OWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER (0.10) (0.05) · (0.01) (O.lO) (o.·~05) (0 •. 01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) 
0:.5.8 o.49· Ll~~ 0.06 O. 45 · O .2.8 0.11 
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** POWER OF THE TEST ** 




PO\·lER PO\IBR POWER PO\IBR POWER POWER POWER POWER ( 0. 0 5) ( 0. 01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) 
0.74 o.64 o.4o 0.23 0.15 0.05 0.54 o.44 0.19 0.73 0.61 O .43 0.37 0.17 0.06 0.72 o.44 0.17 0.70 0.59 o .44 0.29 0.14 0.06 0.57 o.4o 0 .17 0.70 0.62 o.44 0.20 0.16 0.05 0.67 0.53 0.26 0.77 0.62 o.45 0.37 0.17 0.09 0.67 0.51 0.27 
·o. 73 0.63 o. 53 0.29 0.18 0.06 0.62 0.41 0.25 0.78 0.67 o.49 0.32 0.15 0.05 0.59 o.49 0.19 0.83 0.69 o.42 0.33 0.15 0.06 0.69 0.51 0.25 a.Bo 0. 71 o .54 0. 31 0.23 0.09 o.66 0. 51 0.27 0.73 0.61 0. 51 0.30 0.18 0.06 0.62 o.47 0.26 0.75 o.64 0.54 0.26 0.14 0.06 o.66 o.44 0.26 0.83 0. 70 o. 56 0.37 0.20 0.11 o.64 o.44 0.24 0.87 0.82 0. 51 o.41 0.26 0.08 0.77 o.66 0.24 
~0.90 0.85 O. 58 . o .44 0.26 0.13 0.76 o.66 0.38 0.'83 O. 74 o.68 o. 39 0.29 0.14 0.67 0.62 o.48 0.76 0.7~ 0.62 0.30 0.22 Q.08 0.59 0.53 0.33 0.75 o.64 o.47 0.35 0.14 ·0-.07 Q .• 56 0 .39 0.18 . 
• 
.. 
0.4 STANDARD DEVIATION PARTITIONING 
---------
----------POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER (o.io) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) . (0.10) 
0.1a 0.62 o.43 0,.25 0.12 . 0.05 . o .:54: ~-
TABLE B-18 •, :< 
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** POWER OF THE TEST** 
SAMPLE SIZE - 35 NUMBER OF SAMPLES - 100 
-ALTERNATIVE DISTRIBUTION-
LOG-NORMAL CHI-SQUARE EXPONENTIAL POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) 
0.91 0.88 0.69 O. 34 0.20 0.12 O. 78· o.64 0 .43 0.95 0.90 0.73 0.32 0.25 0.14 0.83 0.73 0.50 0.97 0.94 0.73 o.48 0.29 0.09 0.86 0.82 0.55 0.96 0.91 0.81 o.45 0.34 0.12 0.84 0. 77 0.51 0.96 0.95 0.83 o.42 O. 36 0.12 0.87 0.82 0.55 0.94 0.89 0.80 0.50 0.35 0.13 0.93 o.86 0.58 0.98 0.97 o.83 0.56 0.38 0.12 o.88 0 .81 0.62 0.97 0.96 o.88 0.57 0.36 0.14 0.91 0. 77 0.60 0.99 0.98 0.82 0.54 o.41 0.11 0.94 0.87 O .53 0.99 0.96 o.83 0.63 o.44 0.15 0.97 0.90 0.55 0.99 0.99 o.84 o.68 0.52 0.17 0.96 0.90 o.68 0.99 0.99 0.92 0.53 0.39 0.20 0.95 0.89 0.76 0.99 0.96 0.94 o.49 o.43 0.24 0.85 0.81 0.74 0.94 0.92 0.91 0.51 0.38 0.21 o.Bo o. 74 0.63 0.92 0.91 o .• ·a3 O. 38 0.26 0.09 o.68 0. 61 o.43 0.87 0.82 o.64 o.42 · 0 .24 0.07 o.68 0.53 0.26 
0. 4 STANDARD DEVIATION PARTITTON.ING 
---------POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) · (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) f-0.0l) · 




. -- --.. •--------·····. --·-
0.34 0 .• 16 O • 8 3: .-- O • 4 7 
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** POWER OF THE TEST•• 
SAMPLE SIZE - lO(l UtJMBEH O!,, SAMPLES - 100 
ALTERN\'''J1T'' !JI ..... ,·-r·····n" - · J l _ r t> _ t ;' ~ · 1 ·\ J ~ ~ ·, ;' 1 J . l '1 -
I.DG-NORMAL CI!J-S0UAHE EXPONENTIAL 
-POWER POWER POWER POWEH POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER (0.10) (0.05) ( 0. 01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) 
1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.59 o. 38 1.00 0.98 0.96 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.74 0.67 .o.42 0.99 0.98 0.96 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 O. 58 O. 34 0.10 0.99 0.98 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 0. 50 0.33 0.62 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.57 O. 29 o.66 0.99 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 o.88 O. 78 0.56 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 o.86 0.59 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.92 0.82 0.62 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.87 0.67 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1. 00 1·~00 0.92 0.87 0.74 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 o.94 0.85 0.69 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95 
' 
0.89 0.72 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.87 0.75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 · 1.00 0.93 0.91 0.75 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.90 0.76 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1. 00 1.00 0.97 0.90 0.76 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 0.92 0.78 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.91 o.86 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 l.00 1.00 0.95 0.95 0.82 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 0.90 0.81 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 O .87 o .86 0.77 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 o.86 o .86 0.75 1.00 1.00 0.99 < 1.bb l,.00 1.00 0.83 0.75 0.63 1.00 1.00 0.98 l:.QO .l.QO 1.00 0.76 0.63 0.:46 0.97 0.97 0.96 
.1.00 1.00 0.99 o. 71 0.55 0 •. 32 0.95 0.92 0.83 1.0.0 1.00 0.97 0.83 a-. 62 0:.20 0.99 0.94 o.68 
0.4 STANDARD DEVIATION PARTITIONI.~N..;...G~----------~ 
.,-P-OW ..... ER-.-P-0-iW-ER--PO-W_ER_ POWER POWER POWER POWER 
(Q· •. 10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) (0.05) (0.01) (0.10) 







( O. 05) . ( 0. 01) 
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NO. OF CELLS 
FIGURE C-:- 2 
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